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Drivers Under the Influence (DUI) of Digital, Innovation and
Everything in-between
Nnamdi O. Madichie & Christopher Munro
The digital revolution has permeated and reconstituted innovation in recent years – from production to consumption,
marketing and farmgate to the dinner table, bales to fabric and fashion. The way we communicate, dress, drive or
perform rituals such as grooming, have all changed. Artificial intelligence technology has permeated the retail sector:
from financial services to fashion, from travel to accommodation booking systems, smart chat bots, propensity
modelling and marketing automation abound. Even grooming rituals such as a visit to the barbers or non-traditional
medicine like acupuncture delivery are affected.
In this issue we focus on these terms – innovation and digital. As Nylén & Holmström (2015, p. 57) point out
“managers’ extensive interest in handling digital innovation is not surprising. Recent research has illustrated how
digital technologies give rise to a vast potential for product and service innovation that is difficult to control and
predict. Therefore, firms need dynamic tools to support themselves in managing the new types of digital innovation
processes that emerge. The nature of these processes forces firms to challenge prior assumptions about their
product and service portfolio, their digital environment, and ways of organizing innovation work.” According to Hinings
et al. (2018, p. 52) “digital innovation is about the creation and putting into action of novel products and services;
by digital transformation we mean the combined effects of several digital innovations bringing about novel actors
(and actor constellations), structures, practices, values, and beliefs that change, threaten, replace or complement
existing rules of the game within organizations and fields.”
From the above two studies key observable pointers include unpredictability, dynamism, novelty and organisational
game-change. We also acknowledge the everything in-between e.g. entrepreneurship and its interaction with digital
on the one hand (see Taura et al., 2019) and innovation and entrepreneurship on the other hand. Indeed, Hindle
(2009, p. 75) argued that “innovation is the combination of an inventive process and an entrepreneurial process to
create new economic value for defined stakeholders and focuses on the policy implications of this duality.”
In his investigation of the relationship between innovation and entrepreneurship and the complexities surrounding
this interaction, Hindle (2009) explicitly states, “...one can have invention without entrepreneurship and one can
have entrepreneurship without invention. Only when both processes interact does innovation result.” (p. 81). Against
this backcloth he went on to present “a model of entrepreneurial process, that proceeds in three distinct conceptual
stages from the questioning of the economic value inherent in an opportunity to the realisation of that value. When
the initial opportunity consists of the new knowledge obtained from an inventive process, the combined set of
activities can be called innovation” (p. 83).
According to Hindle (2009, p. 80):
“As previously and subsequently discussed, innovation policy and what might be called ‘the innovation
debate’ is already overbalanced in favour of detailed treatment of the invention process. They virtually
ignore entrepreneurial process.”
“...[this] paper concludes where it began by emphasising the need to build innovation policy on the
explicit recognition that innovation results from the blending of two processes, invention and
entrepreneurship, and that viable innovation policy can never be created unless entrepreneurial process
is properly understood.”

Hindle (2009, p. 83) also opined that “perspiration is messy stuff. In real time and in the hands of real people, the
components abstracted and depicted in the conceptual model of entrepreneurial process [...] occur in very
untidy iterations and interactions. However, it remains desirable for the analyst of any process, while recognizing the
reality of mess, to seek clarity in conceptual depiction.” Furthermore, in a recent Brookings Institute report
“Spotlighting opportunities for business in Africa and strategies to succeed in the world’s next big growth
market,” Acha Leke & Landry Signé (2019, P. 84) made the same connections/ linkages as follows:
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“For entrepreneurs ready to solve problems and innovate to meet Africa’s unmet needs there is
tremendous opportunity for growth.”
In her book Entrepreneurship, innovation and smart cities, Ratten (2017) focused on how cities have become
smarter, more innovative and entrepreneurial due to the increased pressures placed on them from societal changes
in the global business environment. Interestingly the book cites innovation and entrepreneurship alongside each
other in a bid to highlight what a smart city means. She points out that the definition of a smart city entails the
deployment of “an urban or rural development that integrates technology to enhance a city’s assets, which may
include community services, parkland, education, transportation and energy sources.”
Similarly, in his chapter entitled “From Innovation to Sustainability,” Kolo (2017) proposes some strategic initiatives
for African governments, corporations, non-profits and citizens to take, in an effort to deploy innovation and
knowledge to build the capacity of entrepreneurs, thereby enabling them to produce goods and services that are
profitable in the marketplace. According to him, “initiatives proposed in this chapter are simple, pragmatic and
feasible. True to the aim of this chapter, they are innovative and knowledge-based, and their adaptation can trigger
the change needed to catapult African entrepreneurs into the global theatre of the creative economy.” Evidently the
interaction of innovation, entrepreneurship and sustainability are central to his thesis for economic development.

Innovation
We start off our exploration of innovation with an interesting phrase “unnecessary frills stripped out” which is also the
title of a 2012 article published in The Economist. You may call it whatever you want – be it “cost innovation
(Williamson 2010), good-enough innovation (Gadiesh, Leung, and Vestring 2007; Hang, Chen, and Subramian
2010), resource-constraint innovation (Ray and Ray 2010), trickle-up innovation (Reena 2009), frugal innovation
(Zeschky, Widenmayer, and Gassmann 2011; Economist 2010), and reverse innovation (Immelt, Govindarajan, and
Trimble 2009; Trimble 2012; Govindarajan 2012).
The innovation types described by these terms are structurally different from each other with respect to their original
motivation, value proposition, and value creation mechanisms. As Zeschky, Winterhalter & Gassmann (2014, p. 20)
point out “while some solutions may emerge from the redesign of an existing product to make it drastically cheaper,
others may be entirely new and may create new markets, as well.” Listed below is a brief description of these
innovation types – all with a view to lowering cost.
•
•
•
•

Cost Innovation: Same Functionality at a Lower Cost.
Good-Enough Innovations: Tailored Functionality at a Lower Cost.
Frugal Innovation: New Functionality at a Lower Cost.
Reverse Innovation: Selling Low-Cost Innovations from Emerging Markets Elsewhere.

In their article entitled “from cost to frugal and reverse innovation”, Zeschky, Winterhalter & Gassmann (2014, p. 20)
point out:
Product and service innovations aimed at resource-constrained customers in emerging markets have
recently attracted much research and management attention. Despite the prominence of this topic,
however, there are some misconceptions around the different innovation types in this domain that may
limit managers' ability to derive informed implications for strategy and operations. This article analyzes
the different types of resource-constrained innovation—cost, good-enough, frugal, and reverse
innovation—conceptualizes the distinctions between them, and discusses the implications for strategy
providing a framework for managers to systematically analyze their own approaches to resourceconstrained innovation and craft proper development processes.
Govindarajan and Ramamurti (2011) also defined reverse innovation as innovations that are first adopted in
emerging markets before being adopted in rich countries. Without exception, all of the reverse innovation examples
analysed were also either cost, good-enough, or frugal innovations. Therefore, we conclude that reverse innovations
are cost, good-enough, or frugal innovations that find a market among customers outside of the emerging markets
at which they were originally targeted.
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In their book “Jugaad Innovation: Think Frugal, Be Flexible, Generate Breakthrough Growth,” published in April 2012,
Navi Radjou, Jaideep Prabhu & Simone Ahuja, described Jugaad Innovation – a Hindi word meaning, roughly,
“cobbled together”, as a demonstration of the innovative brilliance of Indian entrepreneurs with limited means. Their
book argues persuasively that companies in mature markets have no choice but to adopt a similar approach. Income
stagnation has made middle-class consumers hungry for cheaper products and better value. Therefore, adapting to
that demand will make companies better able to meet the untapped needs of these low income populations.
As these authors point out, “If necessity is the mother of invention, scarcity is its grandmother.”[1] The book sets out
to show how to innovate frugally in every aspect of business, from revolutionising supply chains, such as companies
in Africa who piggyback on Coca-Cola’s cold chain to preserve life-saving medicines on their way to remote villages,
to overhauling research and development departments. As highlighted in a Review published in the Financial Times,
“the authors have particular disdain for engineers who ‘view complexity as progress’, and innovate by adding more
features, rather than focusing on the purpose of their products.”
Western corporations can no longer just rely on the old formula that sustained innovation and growth for decades: a
mix of top-down strategies, expensive R&D projects, and rigid, highly structured innovation processes. Jugaad
Innovation argues that the West must look to places like India, China, and Africa for a new, bottom-up approach to
frugal and flexible innovation.
Building on their deep experience of innovation practices with companies in the United States and around the world,
the authors articulate how jugaad (a Hindi word meaning an improvised solution born from ingenuity and cleverness)
is leading to dramatic growth in emerging markets--and how Western companies can adopt jugaad to succeed in our
hypercompetitive world. Delving into the mindset of jugaad innovators, the authors discuss the six underlying
principles of jugaad innovation:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seek opportunity in adversity
Do more with less
Think and act flexibly
Keep it simple
Include the margin
Follow your heart

To show these principles in action, the authors share previously untold stories of resourceful jugaad entrepreneurs
and innovations in emerging markets.
Weyrauch & Herstatt (2017) in their article entitled “What is frugal innovation? Three defining Criteria” argue that “the
meaning of frugal innovation is Fuzzy,” and what the world needs is “… criteria that make it possible to determine
what frugal innovation is and what is not.” This prompted them to define “three criteria for frugal innovation:
substantial cost reduction, concentration on core functionalities, and optimised performance level.” These authors
conclude as follows:
“The frugal innovation research stream is still new. Apparently, the literature of fugal innovation has
primarily focussed on emerging markets. However, currently, frugal innovations are also adapted for
developed markets […] As a consequence, it is crucial to have a common understanding of the term
frugal innovation. It would be useful to agree on certain criteria that must be met if one is to characterise
an innovation as frugal.”
One form of “optimised performance” attributable to frugal innovation can be found in the development of electronic
booking systems. Electronic booking systems have been relatively widely used across sectors from health care
(Ellingsen & Obstfelder, 2007) to tourism (Bhatiasevi & Yoopetch, 2015) and flight bookings (Suki & Suki, 2017).
While the former study explored the implementation of electronic booking systems in the Norwegian health care
sector, the latter explored the determinants of intention to use electronic booking among young users in Thailand.
Indeed, in their attempt to identify factors influencing, and the degree of influence of each factor, on the intention to
the use of e-booking systems, Bhatiasevi & Yoopetch (2015) opine that “although more businesses and users have
embraced e-commerce and online reservation systems (e-booking), very few studies have been conducted on their
usage and adoption especially in the context of a developing country like Thailand.”
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Although Wirtz (2019) acknowledges the position of Berry (2019) regarding the “urgent need for innovation in
healthcare as cost pressure is intense and service quality, both in terms of objective care and treatment quality, is
critical for the wellbeing of our societies,” he points out that “the administrative and operational waste is prevalent
and service quality leaves much to be desired in many healthcare institutions.” This commentary draws on the article
by Wirtz and Zeithaml (2018) and discusses how three strategic pathways towards cost-effective service excellence
can be applied to healthcare. According to him, “achieving low unit costs (i.e., high productivity) while at the same
time delivering service quality (i.e., service excellence) at an industry-leading level” (Wirtz, 2019). In terms of
implications for innovation in healthcare three pathways are discussed including the (i) dual culture strategy; (ii)
operations management approach, and (iii) focused service factory strategy.
According to Wirtz (2019) artificial intelligence:
“will in the foreseeable future be unlikely to acquire the social intelligence and communications skills
needed to deal adequately with complex emotional issues. However, many of these services are so
complex that it seems likely that in the not too distant future human providers will feel uncomfortable
offering such services without AI support [to the extent that] it may become gross negligence to do so.”

He goes on to cite some noteworthy examples such as:
“A general practitioner will be unlikely to correctly diagnose many of the rare diseases, but an AI will be
able to map all patient data and symptoms against its knowledgebase and provide probabilities of even
the rarest diseases for a doctor to consider and examine further and suggest treatment schedules.
Likewise, a medical robot may well take blood pressure, assess other patient health indicators and
prepare medication while a nurse performs the soft skills (e.g., display empathy to reduce psychological
discomfort; Wirtz et al. 2018). These services will increasingly be delivered by human-robot/AI teams."
Going beyond healthcare, Ivanov & Webster (2019a) in their paper on the perceived appropriateness and intention
to use service robots in tourism, investigated:
“The ways in which customers of tourism and hospitality facilities view the appropriateness of robots in
tourism-related industries […] the findings illustrate that the most commonly approved of usage of robots
is perceived to be information provision, housekeeping activities and processing bookings, payments
and documents.” (p. 237).
In a follow-on article these authors argue that “while robots have been used extensively for many years in
manufacturing, many robots are fairly new arrivals in tourism-related industries.” Based upon a sample of over 1,000
respondents to an international online survey, it analyses which tasks are deemed as most appropriate for being
delegated to a robot” (Ivanov & Webster, 2019b).

The Future of Retail
On the second broad theme covered in this issue, our attention is drawn to the retail sector. A recent article entitled
“Agility: the number-one requirement for success in the digital age,” [2] notes that, “as the retail landscape becomes
increasingly complex, and the number of shopping and marketing channels grow,” the question arises:
“How can businesses stay agile, relevant and ahead of the competition?”
Agility is the key to success in the digital era. As online competition increases, it will become increasingly important
for companies to stay on top of the updates for each channel, in order to increase product visibility and unlock the
revenue generating potential of both major and niche platforms.
In its 2018 Global Retail Trends report, consultancy group KPMG warns that digital advances had now fed through
to customer expectations and retailers that don’t respond will be vulnerable. It says: “New technologies have put
customers in the driver’s seat. We are quickly moving towards a reality in which everything happens in real time.”
This may include the deployment of virtual personal assistants (see Yang & Lee, 2018). The natural outcome is that
people want that instant gratification. This has had a deep impact on customer expectation.
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“The need for speed will only increase as technology enables and advances. The point of engagement
and the point of transaction are converging, meaning brands that can offer immediacy, instant
gratification, personalisation, authenticity and accessibility will win.”
In another article (see Raconteur, 2019, p. 9) entitled “How technology is reshaping the shopping experience,” it was
pointed out that “as an increasingly omnichannel industry, retail has undergone a significant shift to connect the
digital and physical worlds seamlessly.” The efficiency and immediacy of online shopping has cultivated a desire
among consumers for the same experience in-store, with the added value of human interaction. This combination of
digitisation and growing customer expectation has reshaped the shopping experience and transformed the role of
physical retail stores.
While the likes of Pantano (2014) have researched innovation drivers in the retail industry, Grewal et al. (2017) focus
on “The Future of Retailing” by highlighting five key areas that are moving the field forward:
•
•
•
•
•

technology and tools to facilitate decision making
visual display and merchandise offer decisions
consumption and engagement
big data collection and usage, and
analytics and profitability.

These authors went on to suggest numerous issues that are deserving of additional inquiry and considered important
areas of emerging applicability to include the internet of things, virtual reality, augmented reality, artificial intelligence,
robots, drones, and driverless vehicles.
“Visual search is the next battlefield in retail.”
AI-powered visual search is gaining rapid adoption among retailers, helping customers find the products that inspire
them. Retailers that have adopted the technology report a significant increase in conversion rates and average order
value. Farfetch, the online retailer selling luxury menswear and womenswear, a sector with ferocious competition is
highlighted as an exemplar in this regard. As a differentiation strategy, Farfetch offers customers a radical new
technology known as visual search.
Numerous high-street retailers have closed down and been replaced by once up-start ecommerce firms that have
now become household names in their own right. There are many reasons behind this shift, including rising
overheads and poor management, but a considerably improved customer experience is the key factor that is driving
consumers to innovative online shopping platforms.[3].
AI-based solutions help meet increasing customer expectations (Raconteur, 2019, p. 19)
Customer expectations have significantly increased over the past few years, directly due to the personalised
experiences provided by tech giants such as Netflix, Amazon and Google. But the true power of technology has yet
to be harnessed by the vast majority of retailers that are on the whole still using generic marketing campaigns lacking
the precision of artificial intelligence or AI-based solutions. The gulf between the experience that people are getting
from innovative companies and slow-moving retailers is clear to see. According to a recent report, “the biggest shift
in the way retailers market to potential customers is that they are urgently realising the need to match these improving
experiences seen in other sectors such as logistics and automotive assembly. Many retailers are now actively looking
to create experiences unique to every customer to meet these demanding consumers’ needs.”
Machine-learning technologies and artificial intelligence tools are playing a key role in the drive for more personalised
customer communications. As the number of ecommerce customers around the world grows past two billion, the
data points created by these shoppers will become even more difficult to manage and effectively analyse. Processing
all types of customer data and using them to create a meaningful and predictive understanding of customer behaviour
in real-time, is simply not something a human can do without artificial intelligence.
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Papers in this issue
In this issue, papers discuss the prospects and challenges of digital on business of every size. From the application
of frugal innovation in the acupuncture business, through the development of an electronic booking system for
barbers in London, to the use of artificial intelligence technology in fashion amidst other online shopping experiences.
In the first paper Gary Williams, questions the usefulness of frugal innovation for small businesses. He takes the
perspective of the booming acupuncture business in London as a unit of analysis. This study focuses on the
acupuncture small business sector in the UK and critically evaluates the usefulness of frugal innovation, revealing
that it is the specific context of the industry sector and external environment which limit the prospects for utilising
frugal innovation. This study aims to examine the role of frugal innovation in the context of acupuncture small
business sector in London. Consequently, the following set of research objectives will be addressed in this study. It
does this by fulfilling three main objectives: to explore frugal innovations that have been introduced in the studied
sector and their impacts on the industry dynamics; to evaluate experiences and perceptions of industry practitioners
on the role of frugal innovation; and to assess the usefulness of frugal innovations for the acupuncture small business
in London.
Barry Omesuh in the second paper delves into another interesting area – i.e. electronic booking systems for
Barbershops. Omesuh starts off by highlighting the main preoccupation of the barber as someone that is too busy to
answer his phone calls or respond to questionnaires when customers are queuing up to fulfil their grooming rituals.
He also points out the absence of receptionists at barbershops considering the overheads associated with employing
the services of a full-time receptionist. He proposes, therefore, the need for an electronic booking system to
barbershops in the East London area in order to enable them fulfil orders that might otherwise be missed, by taking
advance bookings in real time.
In the third paper supervised by Chris Munro (Head of the Business School at Bloomsbury Institute), Eleonora
Affronte investigates the impact of Artificial Intelligence (AI) on consumer behaviour in the retail and fashion sector.
Affronte argues that AI has become a pervasive reality today going much further than the appearance of a robot, but
the deployment of intelligent software that can emulate behaviours and actions of humans. She cites the case of
Pokémon, Augmented Reality and IBM’s Watson Visual Recognition technology as a starting point of her study. She
also mentions the exploits of Google, the innovation giant, and how it uses ‘Google Duplex’ – a digital assistant that
calls businesses directly e.g. a restaurant to reserve a table on behalf of customers. Drawing upon her Italian heritage
notable for the love of fashion as a key motivation, her study focuses on finding out how artificial intelligence
influences consumer behaviour in retail at large, and the apparel industry in particular. The study seeks to achieve
three main objectives: to understand AI and its current use in the field; to identify the impact of AI on consumer
behaviour in fashion retail; and to evaluate how AI has changed consumer shopping experience in fashion retailing.
The final paper by Tzu Chong carries on the conversation on online shopping taken from the perspective of
Malaysian consumers. She proposes a model that expands upon the technology acceptance model by accumulating
perceived risk as an additional external variable that affects online shopping intention in Malaysia. The aim of this
study was to investigate how perceived usefulness, and the perceived ease of use, performance risk, financial risk,
privacy risk and delivery risk affect consumers’ shopping intention in Malaysia.
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Is frugal innovation useful? Looking at an acupuncture small
business in London
Gary S. Williams, MBA
Introduction
Although the notion of frugal innovation has been commonly associated with the context of developing countries, this
form of innovation has received a renewed interest from both academics and practitioners in both emerging and
developed nations over the recent years (Bhatti and Ventresca, 2013). Bound and Thornton (2012) linked frugal
innovation with a Hindi word jugaad which refers to “efficient, low cost solutions to everyday problems”. The critical
discussion provided by Tiwari et al. (2016) however suggests that frugality is becoming increasingly important for
achieving a competitive advantage in the contemporary global business environment. The notion of frugal innovation
has been linked with positive impacts in terms of sustainability (Rao, 2014) and disrupting existing structures within
an industry (Rao, 2013). Moreover, while frugal innovation has been traditionally explored in the technology and
manufacturing industries, the topic has received an increasing amount of attention in other contexts, including the
healthcare sector (Ramdorai and Herstatt, 2015; Tran and Ravaud, 2016).
In the UK alone, there are 2.5 million people seeking help for the back pain they experience (Laurance, 2009).
Although acupuncture continues to be surrounded by a high level of scepticism, the alternative forms of medicine
have been tried out by over 60% of the world’s population (Grand View Research Report, 2017). On an annual basis,
over 2.3 million acupuncture treatments are carried out in the UK, most of which seek to aid patients with their back
pain (British Acupuncture Council, 2018). While the consensus in the academic debate questions the value provided
by acupuncture treatments, several studies have suggested that acupuncture in fact represents a cost-effective
treatment method for patients experiencing chronic pain (Ambrosio et al., 2012). From a comparative perspective,
acupuncture treatments can be associated with limited technology requirements, relying on traditional methods
developed over 4,000 years ago in China (Marchant, 2017). Emerging trends in this form of alternative medicine
however reveals the growing investment into brain imaging equipment (Smith, 2011; Woyke, 2012; Marchant, 2017),
suggesting that this low-cost and low-technology method is currently experiencing a trend contradicting the notion of
frugal innovation. This study focuses on the acupuncture small business sector in the UK and critically evaluates the
usefulness of frugal innovation, revealing that it is the specific context of the industry sector and external environment
which limit the prospects for utilising frugal innovation. This study aims to examine the role of frugal innovation in the
context of acupuncture small business sector in London. Consequently, the following set of research objectives will
be addressed in this study. It does this by fulfilling three main objectives: to explore frugal innovations that have been
introduced in the studied sector and their impacts on the industry dynamics; to evaluate experiences and perceptions
of industry practitioners on the role of frugal innovation; and to assess the usefulness of frugal innovations for the
acupuncture small business in London.
Building on the personal interest of the researcher in the topic of frugal innovation and alternative healthcare methods
as well as the ongoing efforts to optimise cost efficiency in the provision of healthcare services (Arshad et al., 2018),
this study explores the suitability of frugal innovation in the specific context of the acupuncture sector in the UK. This
study seeks to enhance the current level of understanding of frugal innovations, their usefulness and impacts by
exploring the applicability of this concept in the acupuncture small business sector. The critical perspective presented
in this study reveals that despite the ongoing efforts to optimise cost efficiency in the provision of healthcare services,
the ongoing scepticism about the effectiveness of acupuncture treatments impedes the prospects for successfully
engaging in frugal innovation. As a result, the main contribution of this study can be found in the revelation that frugal
innovation may in fact be counter-productive and that the industry dynamics shapes prospects for successfully
engaging in frugal innovation.
This paper is organised into six main chapters. Building on the research aim and objectives defined in the
introduction, section 2 (Literature review) examines the existing body of research on the topic of frugal innovation,
developing a theoretical and empirical background for the purposes of the appraisal of usefulness of frugal innovation
in the context of acupuncture small business sector in London. Chapter 3 (Methodology) discusses the research
design and data analysis approach used for the collection and consequent evaluation of empirical evidence collected
from practitioners within the studied sector. Section 4 (Analysis) utilises a thematic analysis method in order to
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explore the main outcomes of the conducted in-depth interviews. Section 5 (Discussion and evaluation) evaluates
wider implications of the empirical findings in the light of the evidence within the existing body of research. Finally,
Section 6 (Conclusion and recommendations) summarises this study and draws practical implications regarding the
usefulness of frugal innovation for acupuncture small business sector in London.

Literature review
In this section an attempt is made at defining frugal innovation and examining its conceptual basis. The review also
draws on the empirical body of research and explores particular benefits associated with frugal innovation, thus
highlighting the rationale for organisations to pursue this approach to innovation. There is also a specific focus on
the healthcare context, outlining the role of a frugal innovation in the sector. This is followed by an evaluation of the
dynamics of the acupuncture sector in the UK and outlines specific examples of innovations recently introduced in
this context.
The topic of frugal innovation has received a renewed interest from the academic community and practitioners over
the recent years, yet, a universally acceptable definition of the term is still lacking (Bhatti and Ventresca, 2013).
Banerjee (2013) viewed frugal innovation as a paradigm for new product / service design in the context of developing
countries, resulting in the creation of affordable and basic products that can be used by every person. A similar
definition has been provided by Knorringa et al. (2016), limiting the focus of frugal innovation on the poor and
emerging middle-class consumers. According to Knorringa et al. (2016), this type of innovation allows for cost
reductions whilst it maintains the value provided for the customers.
In the specific context of India, Bound and Thornton (2012) associated the notion of frugal innovation with a Hindi
word jugaad, referring to highly efficient and low-cost solutions to everyday problems. Synthesising the existing body
of literature on frugal innovation, Weyrauch and Herstatt (2016) highlighted three elements that define a frugal
innovation - significant cost reduction, focus on core functionalities and optimised performance level. The definition
provided by Weyrauch and Herstatt (2016) thereby challenges both the focus of frugal innovation which was
assumed by Banerjee (2013) to be limited to the context of developing countries and the maintenance of the value
provided (Knorringa et al., 2016). An empirical examination of frugal innovations as carried out by Arshad et al.
(2018) reaffirmed these conclusions, revealing that most of the frugal innovations originated in the US and India
represented the most frequent first launch market. An additional layer of complexity into the definition of frugal
innovation has been outlined by Zeschky et al. (2014) who distinguished between four particular types of innovation
processes in the context of resource-constrained environments. To begin with, cost innovation focuses specifically
on minimising the end cost for the consumer. Secondly, good-enough innovation balances the end cost and the
performance required. Thirdly, reverse innovation is defined by the dissemination of an innovation originally
introduced in an emerging market in resource-constrained setting into a developed country. Fourthly, frugal
innovation balances the respective focus of cost and good-enough innovation pathways, placing an emphasis on
optimising the performance level (Zeschky et al., 2014).
Tiwari et al. (2016) explored the factors shaping the renewed interest in frugal innovation that emerged over the
recent years, revealing that global economic downturn in combination with the rapid growth in consumption has led
to the increased importance of frugality that is no longer limited just to the context of developing countries. The critical
perspective depicted in the ongoing academic debate however highlights that existence of a frugal mindset, presence
of a critical size of the lead market and organisational structures together influence the applicability of frugal
innovation. To begin with, a frugal mindset is predicted by the existence of resource-scarce environments, weaker
institutions and higher tolerance for uncertainty (Soni and Krishnan, 2014). Furthermore, the critical size of the lead
market allows for economies of scale and provides a business rationale for the development of a frugal innovation
(Soni and Krishnan, 2014). In addition, Bound and Thornton (2012) revealed that contemporary organisations may
need to alter their organisational structures in order to absorb frugal innovations.

Usefulness of frugal innovation
Frugal innovation has been associated with several positive outcomes. To begin with, this approach to innovation
introduces cost-effective products and services which allow an organisation to succeed in resource-constrained
contexts (Radjou and Prabhu, 2014). Moreover, the existing body of research has revealed that frugal innovation
can lead to disruptive impacts on the industry sector, altering the competitive dynamics (Rao, 2013). Rao (2014)
went even further and linked frugal innovation with positive impacts on alleviating poverty and promoting sustainable
development. Broader effects in terms of environmental and social sustainability as well as market performance of a
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firm have been highlighted by Brem and Ivens (2013). In the context of small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs),
the study conducted by Hossain (2015) pointed out the prospective gains that can be derived from open innovation.
Since SMEs often have limited resources at their disposal, open innovation allows them to collaborate with external
partners and wider community in order to develop new products and services. This approach can be also used to
foster frugal innovation, contributing towards innovation and market performance of SMEs (Hossain and Kauranen,
2016).

Frugal innovation in healthcare
The potential for utilising frugal innovation in the healthcare sector is well-acknowledged in the existing body of
literature (Ramdorai and Herstatt, 2015; Tran and Ravaud, 2016). Prime et al. (2016) provided a comprehensive
review of the recent innovations in the healthcare sector, identifying five main strategies used to innovate, including
application of ICT, harnessing existing networks, simplification, transforming the location of care and task-shifting.
These strategies reveal that frugal innovation does in fact represent a key approach to innovation in the healthcare
sector, as simplification has been shown to represent a main theme in innovation efforts. Similar conclusions had
been drawn by Gottieb and Makower (2013) in the context of the UK healthcare sector, revealing that the ongoing
calls for reducing the healthcare expenditure encourages frugal innovation. From a critical point of view however,
Gottlieb and Makower (2013) viewed perceptual and regulatory challenges as key practical barriers limiting the
success of frugal innovation in this context. Overall, frugal innovation is no longer found to be applicable only in
contexts with scarce resources and developing countries (Dubey et al., 2015), as the objective of sparing resources
whilst introducing novel solutions is also evident in developing countries, and the healthcare sector in particular
(Poison et al., 2018).

Innovations in the Acupuncture sector
On an annual basis, 2.3 million acupuncture treatments are carried out in the UK (British Acupuncture Council, 2018).
Acupuncture has been included among potential treatments provided for back pain by the NHS (Laurance, 2009)
and approximately 30% of the global population is estimated to have undergone at least one acupuncture treatment
(Grand View Research Report, 2017). The origins of this treatment method can be traced back several millennia to
China where acupuncture has been used for over 4,000 years (Marchant, 2017). The most common consultations
carried out by acupuncturists in the UK are for low back, neck and shoulder pain (Hopton et al., 2012). A more recent
trend can be found in the significant increase of patients seeking acupuncture treatments for infertility (Hopton et al.,
2012). Despite the considerable use of acupuncture treatments in the UK, the general attitudes of the public towards
this treatment method vary significantly. As shown in Figure 1, 50% of the consumers believe that acupuncture can
be possible effective.
Figure 1: Attitudes towards acupuncture among UK citizens
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The perceived effectiveness of acupuncture treatments represents one of the main challenges for this sector. While
the proponents of acupuncture treatments highlight the cost-effectiveness of this treatment method (Ambrosio et al.,
2012), the effectiveness of acupuncture has been subjected to a wide-ranging critique from the healthcare
professionals and researchers. In response to this critique, the acupuncture sector has dedicated a considerable
effort into developing novel technologies and incorporating them into treatment options in order to monitor patient
responses and progress achieved by acupuncture (Woyke, 2012). These innovative solutions rely predominantly on
digital meridian and brain imaging equipment (Smith, 2011; Woyke, 2012; Marchant, 2017).
Overall, the existing body of research on frugal innovation is found to be largely fragmented. The lack of a universally
accepted definition of the term results in the confusion surrounding the studied phenomenon. For the purposes of
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this study, the notion of frugal innovation is not specifically limited to the context of developing countries but instead,
a definition provided by Weyrauch and Herstatt (2016) is adopted. As a result, frugal innovation is defined by its three
underlying characteristics in terms of a significant cost reduction, focus on core functionalities and optimised
performance level. Although the existing body of research recognises the prospective gains that can be derived from
frugal innovation as well as the need for frugal innovation in the context of the healthcare industry in the UK, recent
examples of innovation in the acupuncture sector seem to follow a distinct trend. Essentially, innovations introduced
in the studied sector tend to rely on novel brain imaging technology in order to support the legitimacy of acupuncture
treatments. The following section outlines a research design used for the assessment of experiences and attitudes
of the representatives of the acupuncture small business sector in London towards frugal innovation, thus addressing
the main research objectives of this study.

Methodology
Discussion in this section evaluates individual aspects of the methodological approach used for the examination of
the usefulness of frugal innovation in the context of the acupuncture small business sector in the UK. Individual
sections in this chapter thereby cover research philosophy and strategy, research method, sample selection and
data collection, ethical considerations, and data analysis.
Positivism and interpretivism represent two dominant research philosophies depicted in the existing body of literature
(Neuman, 2013). While positivist research philosophy seeks to explore a given topic in objective terms and views
knowledge as universally valid, the interpretivist research philosophy instead views knowledge as socially
constructed and influenced by the specific contextual factors (Creswell and Creswell, 2017). Given the largely
fragmented nature of the existing body of research on the topic of frugal innovation and the exploratory nature of this
study, an interpretivist research philosophy is adopted, seeking to assess the usefulness of frugal innovation for
acupuncture small business sector in the UK based on the perspectives and experiences of practitioners within the
studied sector. Moreover, in line with the fragmented nature of the existing body of research on the topic of frugal
innovation and the interpretivist research philosophy, an inductive instead of a deductive research strategy is
followed. A deductive, or theory-testing, approach to research is based on conceptually sound theoretical
underpinning derived from prior research, with the empirical assessment merely seeking to assess the validity of the
formulated research propositions in a new context (Neuman, 2013). Conversely, an inductive research strategy
evaluates the outcomes of both prior research and empirical assessment in order to formulate a theoretical
explanation (Creswell and Creswell, 2017). The later approach is followed in this study, focusing specifically on the
acupuncture small business sector in the UK.
Neuman (2013) suggests that qualitative research methods are more suited for the purposes of studies that rely on
an interpretivist research philosophy. The underlying reason can be found in the fact that qualitative research
methods allow the researcher to explore the participants’ perceptions in a more detail, assessing the relevance of
individual aspects influencing the dynamics of the studied phenomenon (Taylor et al., 2015). Conversely, the main
advantage of quantitative research methods can be found in the ability to rely on statistical techniques and thus draw
conclusions with a level of statistical significance, generally supporting positivist research studies based on a
deductive strategy (Punch, 2013). This study however utilised qualitative in-depth interviews as the primary research
method, allowing the researcher to examine the perceptions and attitudes of practitioners operating in the
acupuncture small business sector in the UK in order to assess the usefulness of frugal innovation. Recognising a
particular limitation of this research method in the form of influencing the respondents’ perceptions (Smith, 2015), a
particular emphasis was placed on asking the questions in a neutral manner in order to enhance the validity and
reliability of the collected empirical evidence.

Sample selection and data collection
In line with the selected research method in the form of a series of in-depth interviews with practitioners providing
acupuncture treatments, a list of guiding questions used for the interviews was developed based on the outcomes
of the conducted literature review. The data collection process took two different forms depending on the preferences
displayed by the selected participants. While most of the interviews were conducted in person at the location of the
acupuncture clinic, the remaining three interviews were carried out via phone. Each interview lasted approximately
30 minutes, allowing the researcher to build on the responses provided by individual respondents and explore
specific areas of interest into a more detail. Based on the list of acupuncture specialists in London published on
Treatwell Website (2018), a total of 10 small businesses involved in the provision of acupuncture treatments has
been selected for the purposes of this study. As a result, a convenience sampling approach has been utilised for the
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purposes of this study (Punch, 2013). Table 1 provides an overview of the London-based acupuncture small
businesses investigated in this study.
Table 1: Overview of participating acupuncture small businesses
Organisation

Location

Average treatment price

Golden Healthcare

Hendon, London

£24.50

Primo Herb

Holloway, London

£35

Dr and Herbs

Ealing Broadway, London

£45

New Hope Acupuncture & Medicine Ltd

West Kensington, London

£28

Organic Remedies Holborn

Holborn, London

£32

Doctor Health

Chingford, London

£35

Shu Jun Healthcare Clinic Dgware

Calindale, London

£40

Meridian Clinic

Angel, London

£90

The Full Spectrum Centre

Dukinfield, London

£36

Aneugene Health Centre

Battersea, London

£30

As shown in Table 1 the average price per treatment falls within the rage from £24.50 (Golden Healthcare) to £90
(Meridian Clinic), revealing a considerable variation in the pricing strategies used by individual acupuncture small
businesses in the UK.

Data analysis
Taylor et al. (2015) recognised three particular data analysis methods applicable to qualitative data - thematic
analysis, visual mapping and quantification. To begin with, a thematic analysis refers to a three-stage approach
towards analysis of qualitative empirical evidence, starting with an identification of main themes emerging from the
data, consequent categorisation of data under identified themes and critical evaluation of individual themes.
Secondly, a visual mapping technique builds on the outcomes of a thematic analysis and develops a graphical
representation of the relationships between individual factors examined as part of the analysis. Thirdly, quantification
seeks to transform the qualitative empirical evidence into quantitative dataset by assessing frequencies and
distributions of particular opinions expressed by respondents. As pointed out by Smith (2015), thematic analysis is
most suited for the purposes of exploratory studies, allowing the researcher to adopt a critical point of view in the
evaluation and analysis process. Hence, the data analysis process pursued in the following chapter of this study
takes the form of a thematic analysis and explores individual themes emerging from the series of conducted in-depth
interviews with the representatives of acupuncture small businesses operating in the UK.
Overall four main themes were uncovered as part of the thematic analysis applied to the transcripts of in-depth
interviews conducted with the representatives of the acupuncture small business sector in London. These themes
are explored in individual sections within the analysis chapter, covering the perceived role of innovation,
simplification, cost pressures, and innovation process, followed by a brief summary of the main findings.

Role of innovation
A tension between the adherence to traditional principles of acupuncture and the recognised need for innovation has
been uncovered throughout the research process. Participants revealed that they want to balance these distinct
needs, introducing innovative solutions whilst not compromising the reliance on tradition that provides the key selling
point for acupuncture providers.
“It is not an easy question to answer. Sure, we do try to introduce something new to our clients in order to enhance
their satisfaction. At the same time, we do try to rely on traditional principles of acupuncture as that is the main
factor that allows us to attract and retain clients.” (Golden Healthcare)
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“Truth to be told, there is not much room for innovation in the actual provision of the acupuncture treatments. The
method itself is well-established and has been documented for millennia. So, we try to innovate in other areas to
maximise the satisfaction of our clients, including the introduction of an online booking system, customer referral
program and brain imaging technology that allows us to show even the most sceptical clients the benefits of
acupuncture.” (Dr and Herbs)
“Upon entry into the clinic, some of our clients seem to be fairly confused, clearly having expected an old-fashioned
interior and not the shiny sterile environment we provide for them. So, in a way, yes, we do innovate, yet, we still
rely on the traditional techniques of acupuncture. These methods were developed for nearly 5,000 years and we
are not here to question them, merely to apply them in the most effective way depending on the needs of individual
clients.” (Meridian Clinic)

Simplification
Simplification represents one of the core tenets of frugal innovation. The notion of simplification has been, however,
almost universally rejected by the studied sample of industry representatives who viewed consumer pressures as
the key factor driving their service provision and innovation efforts. Essentially, simplification has been believed to
further challenge the high level of scepticism surrounding the effectiveness of acupuncture treatments, potentially
undermining the position of acupuncture small business sector on the wider healthcare market.
“The provision of acupuncture treatments needs to follow a certain process. An ad-hoc approach to acupuncture
could basically disable a client, destroying our reputation. The same goes for the equipment we use, acupuncture
needles cannot be of a lower quality as the risk of infection would increase exponentially. So, no, simplification is
not really a way to go forward in our area of business.” (Doctor Health)
“From a certain point of view, acupuncture itself is a very simplified provision of healthcare services. Just to
illustrate, a pain relief can be provided by high-tech surgery, expensive drugs and other mainstream methods that
are typically very expensive and highly sophisticated. And then there is acupuncture, a millennia-old technique that
is relatively simple. Its effectiveness is however directly dependent on the skill and experience of the clinician and
the quality of the equipment. A failure to meet these essential standards would not only destroy our business but
probably result in us being in jail for inflicting injury.” (Aneugene Health Centre)
“I would say that it is the exact opposite. The more complicated the treatment seems, the more consumers believe
that it actually helps them. The whole treatment could be basically done in a few minutes by a qualified person, yet,
we do try to install the image and positive environment in order to release the positive energy and contribute
towards the treatment process.” (Organic Remedies Holborn)

Cost pressures
The second main element of frugal innovation relates to minimising costs, hence suggesting that cost pressures
represent a key driving factor in encouraging frugal innovation. The responses provided by the studied sample of
industry representatives however suggest that cost is not really an issue. On average, acupuncture treatments cost
£30 per session and although the pricing strategies vary between individual providers based on the target customer
segment, the consensus arising from the in-depth interviews suggests that consumers are willing to pay premium
prices for effective acupuncture treatments. As a result, effectiveness of the treatments rather than cost pressure
represents the key driving force behind innovation efforts.
“And how would you put a price on your health? The basic logic that people are willing to sacrifice anything and
everything just to get better. We are not trying to make an advantage out of this, I am just saying that the
appreciation of healthcare services by the clients allows us to generate sufficient cash to hire qualified clinicians
and ensure that the process goes as smoothly as it possibly can.” (Shu Jun Healthcare Clinic Dgware)
“Clients have a certain expectation regarding the appropriate price for products and services. Just imagine
someone trying to sell a Louis Vuitton handbag for a tenner, anyone seeing this would naturally wonder about the
condition or origin of the handbag, viewing it as a fake. With a quality product, the viability of a low pricing strategy
is severely compromised as consumers are likely to doubt the quality of the treatment. We offer acupuncture
treatments focusing on the upscale market which is mostly reflected in our personalised approach towards clients
and high levels of customer service, ranging from the ease of booking process, through provision of coffee and
refreshments upon arrival towards installation of high-quality sound systems in acupuncture rooms.” (Meridian
Clinic)
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“We have recently decided to increase our price for acupuncture treatment by approximately 15% to cover the
increasing rent. Over the next few months, although our regular clients clearly noticed the change and wondered
about the reasons for it, none of them decided to opt out from a loyalty program nor we have experienced any
decline in the income of new clients.” (The Full Spectrum Centre)

The Innovation process
The innovation process seeks to address the strategic challenges experienced by individual acupuncture clinics and
the sector as a whole. Given the absence of cost pressures and the arguably negative impact of simplification, frugal
innovation is not viewed as an effective innovation strategy. Instead, the studied acupuncture small businesses were
found to look into introducing more expensive technologies in order to enhance the perceived effectiveness of
acupuncture treatments. This perception is expected to address the main challenge currently impeding the market
demand for acupuncture treatments in the form of a high level of scepticism surrounding the effectiveness of these
treatments.
“In other words, I am not saying that innovation is bad, just suggesting that a certain balance between tradition and
innovation needs to be achieved in our sector. Indeed, we do innovate, but these innovations are mostly focused
on enhancing the level of customer service, whether it is an online booking system or the option of utilising a brain
imaging technology to persuade even the most sceptical clients about the clear benefits of acupuncture.” (Dr and
Herbs)
“We have recently decided to invest into a brain image equipment and software, allowing us to better explain the
benefits derived from the acupuncture treatment. And we have had positive results with this form of innovation.
Clients often struggle to believe what they cannot understand or grasp with their core senses, and brain imaging
allows us to link the benefits derived from acupuncture treatments with the physical evidence that can be
understood by the clients.” (Shu Jun Healthcare Clinic Dgware)
“Some of the acupuncture providers in the vicinity have started to offer their clients a brain imaging service that lets
them view the changes caused by acupuncture treatment. Since we have first recognised this innovation and its
implementation by our competitors, our customer basis has slightly declined which made us consider this
approach.” (Primo Herb)
In practical terms, conjoint efforts promoted by the British Acupuncture Council and enabled by open innovation
platforms are used to promote innovation in the studied acupuncture small business sector in London.
“We are a very small acupuncture clinic, focusing on what we do best. So naturally, we are lacking some of the key
competencies for running a successful business. Some of these core functions, such as accounting or website
development, are outsourced via open innovation” (Golden Healthcare)
“The British Acupuncture Council and informal networks between individual acupuncture clinics in the London area
are the main sources of inspiration and innovation for us. The Council’s newsletter allows us to keep up with the
most recent developments in the field, and informal networking opportunities allow us to explore these areas and
experiences of others in the industry in a more detail.” (Doctor Health)
“We do not really have the capacities to carry out research and development ourselves. Instead we send the
clinicians to various conferences and networking opportunities.” (The Full Spectrum Centre)
The thematic analysis has explored general perceptions and attitudes of the representatives of the studied
acupuncture small business sector in London towards frugal innovation and innovation in general. While the role of
innovation in achieving a competitive advantage and extending the level of market penetration has been recognised
by the studied sample of industry representatives, the in-depth interviews revealed that neither cost pressures nor
simplicity represent key driving forces behind innovation. Instead, sophistication and implementation of advanced
technologies are believed to address the key challenge experienced by the studied sector taking the form of a high
level of scepticism among consumers regarding the perceived effectiveness of acupuncture treatments.
This practical barrier in combination with the consumers’ willingness to pay premium prices for effective acupuncture
treatments and associated pain relief provide a firm rationale for the investment into brain imaging devices and other
technological improvements. Overall, frugal innovation has been found not only to have a limited potential to aid in
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the achievement of a competitive advantage for the acupuncture clinics but has been also associated with several
potential negative impacts on the organisations and the sector as a whole. As a result, the outcomes of the conducted
in-depth interviews with industry representatives reveal that it is the specific nature of the acupuncture small business
sector and its position within the broader provision of alternative healthcare treatments that limits the impacts of
frugal innovation and prevents organisation from pursuing this approach towards innovation. The following chapter
brings together the outcomes of the discussion in Chapter 2 and analysis in Chapter 4, evaluating the wider
implications of this study.

Discussion
Frugal innovation can be defined by its three core elements - significant cost reduction, focus on core functionalities
and optimised performance level (Weyrauch and Herstatt, 2016). The proponents of frugal innovation have
associated this approach to innovation with positive outcomes in terms of alleviating poverty, promoting sustainable
development, enhancing corporate social responsibility, promoting cost-effectiveness, all of which lead to a positive
impact on organisational performance (Radjou and Prabhu, 2014; Rao, 2014; Hossain, 2015; Hossain and Kauranen,
2016). The escalating calls for reducing the healthcare expenditure have been associated with opportunities for frugal
innovation in this sector (Gottlieb and Makower, 2013) and the evidence of recent innovations introduced in the
healthcare sector suggests that simplification, as a core element of frugal innovation, represents one of the dominant
themes in this area (Prime et al., 2016).
The examination of the usefulness of frugal innovation in the context of alternative healthcare sector and acupuncture
in particular has, however, questioned the viability of frugal innovation. The provision of acupuncture treatments
continues to be surrounded by a high level of scepticism among consumers in the UK (Ambrosio et al., 2012).
Instead, recent examples of innovation efforts in the studied sector tend to rely on advanced technologies, mainly in
the form of brain imaging technologies that allow acupuncture clinics to provide a hard evidence for clients regarding
the impact and effectiveness of acupuncture treatments (Smith, 2011; Woyke, 2012; Marchant, 2017).
The outcomes of the in-depth interviews with industry representatives supported these conclusions drawn from the
review of the prior studies. Cost pressures and simplification, as two dominant elements of frugal innovation, have
been shown to be largely inapplicable to the context of the acupuncture small business sector in London. The general
consensus among participants included in this study reveals that simplification could potentially damage the image
and perceptions of acupuncture treatments currently on offer. Moreover, given the absence of cost reduction
pressures in the alternative healthcare sector with consumer willing to pay premium prices for effective treatments
and observable pain relief, a different approach to innovation is promoted by the selected acupuncture clinics. This
approach focuses mainly on enhancing the quality of customer service by introducing online booking systems and
other features enhancing the level of comfort experienced by the clients undergoing an acupuncture treatment.
Furthermore, the price of the treatment was not found to have any significant impact on the level of consumer
demand. Instead, the second element of the innovation efforts pursued by the selected acupuncture clinics taking
the form of investing into advanced brain imaging technologies has been shown to contribute towards the
achievement of a competitive advantage. Essentially, this approach allows organisations to provide hard evidence
that challenges the high level of scepticism among consumers regarding the effectiveness of acupuncture
treatments. Moreover, acupuncture clinics in London are found to balance the need for innovation and reliance on
tradition which represents one of the core aspects attracting new customers. The ongoing struggle for legitimacy of
acupuncture treatments in the UK continues to represent the main defining feature of the studied sector, preventing
the usefulness of frugal innovation.
Overall, frugal innovation has been shown to have its limits when it comes to the acupuncture small business sector
in London. The method itself can be viewed from a certain perspective as an example of a successful frugal
innovation as it provides a more cost-effective treatment for various conditions, including pain relief. The treatment
has been however developed and perfected over 4,000 years and relies on distinct principles in comparison to
mainstream healthcare treatments (e.g. surgery, drugs). Consequently, based on the definition of frugal innovation
provided by Weyrauch and Herstatt (2016), acupuncture fails to meet all conditions for it to be considered to represent
an example of frugal innovation. The method relies on traditional approaches developed 4 millennia ago and as such,
there is only a very limited scope for further simplification. This nature of the studied treatment in combination with
the continued struggle of acupuncture clinics to gain wider approval from the society and healthcare community
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result in the fact that frugal innovation is viewed in rather negative terms by the industry representatives included in
the studied sample.
The studied acupuncture small business sector in London clearly represents an example of a sector that is not suited
for frugal innovation, questioning the general validity of this approach to innovation. Thus, although frugal innovation
has received a renewed interest from the academic community and practitioners in both developing and developed
countries, the applicability of this approach remains subjected to the specific nature of a given industry.

Conclusion and Implications
The aim of this study was to examine the role of frugal innovation in the context of acupuncture small business sector
in London. The renewed interest in frugal innovation can be attributed to the economic downturn (Tiwari et al., 2016)
and the growing need for cost-efficiency (Gottlieb and Makower, 2013). The outcomes from the study, however,
question the universal applicability of frugal innovation, suggesting that it is the industry dynamics that shapes
prospects for utilising this approach to achieve a competitive advantage. The case study of acupuncture small
business in London revealed that practitioners are not inclined towards pursuing frugal innovations, instead they
seek to focus on introducing innovations based on novel technological solutions, mainly imaging technologies. The
underlying reason stems from the high level of scepticism surrounding acupuncture treatments and the continued
struggle for practitioners to establish their own legitimacy. In the sub-sections below, the main research objectives
are revisited in a bid to highlight whether, and how these may have been met in this study.
•

Research objective I: To explore frugal innovations that have been introduced in the studied sector and their
impacts on the industry dynamics. None of the recently introduced innovations in the context of acupuncture
small business sector in the UK fall within the category of frugal innovation. Instead, they tend to rely on
advanced technological solutions, brain imaging methods in particular. The common feature of these
innovations can be found in their focus on addressing the level of scepticism surrounding the effectiveness
of acupuncture treatments, seeking to enhance the legitimacy of acupuncture treatment providers.

•

Research objective II: To evaluate experiences and perceptions of industry practitioners on the role of frugal
innovation. While the participants included in the study generally viewed acupuncture as an example of frugal
innovation as it provides an alternative to costly treatments promoted by mainstream healthcare
organisations, the general consensus among industry representatives suggests that frugal innovation is
largely inapplicable to the context of acupuncture small business in the UK. The underlying reason can be
found in the uncovered need to legitimise the effectiveness of acupuncture treatments, supporting
investments into technology-intensive innovations.

•

Research objective III: To assess the usefulness of frugal innovations for the acupuncture small business in
London. The general conclusion drawn in this study suggests that frugal innovations are of a very limited
usefulness for the acupuncture small business sector in London.

Drawing on the outcomes of the analysis and critical discussion within this study, the following set of practical and
theoretical implications are advanced. First, there seems to be some observed limited usefulness of frugal innovation:
Frugal innovation is not recommended to be followed by acupuncture small businesses in London as this approach
to innovation is believed to further increase the level of scepticism which surrounds the providers of acupuncture
treatments. Instead, a technology-based innovation which integrated traditional acupuncture treatments with novel
imaging equipment is recommended as it allows practitioners to address the continued scepticism surrounding the
effectiveness of acupuncture treatments. Second, the role of industry context in shaping usefulness of frugal
innovation: The presented case study of the acupuncture small business sector in London clearly highlights that
frugal innovation does not represent a universally applicable solution for achieving a competitive advantage. The
industry dynamics is found to shape the perceived usefulness of frugal innovation and hence, conceptual frameworks
of frugal innovation are worth interrogating further, as the case may be, the findings from this study.

Limitations and Future Research Directions
Building on the work of Creswell and Creswell (2017), three particular ethical considerations were incorporated into
the research design used for the purposes of this study in order to enhance the level of trust among participants and
encourage them to provide valid and honest responses. The first ethical consideration relates to the notion of an
informed consent which was ensured by providing full information about the study’s purpose and interview process
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to participants prior to the actual data collection. Secondly, all respondents expressed their approval with publishing
the name of the acupuncture business, however, the names of individual participants were kept anonymous in order
to encourage them to provide truthful answers. Thirdly, the participation in this study was based on a voluntary basis,
allowing the respondents to withdraw from the study at any point in time, although none of the participants used this
option. Moreover, an ethical approval from the university’s ethics committee was sought and received prior to the
commencement of primary data collection. Two particular limitations can be associated with the research design
within this study:
•

Single-sided perspective: This study relied solely on the perspective provided by the representatives of the
acupuncture small business sector in London and as a result, it may have neglected the views of other key
stakeholder groups, including consumers.

•

Narrowly defined focus: Moreover, the focus was narrowed down to the context of London, suggesting that
although the findings are likely to be relevant for other UK regions, a distinct dynamics of the acupuncture
small business sector in other developed as well as developing countries can be expected to limit the external
validity of these findings.

Building on the limitations of this study and the main outcomes of the empirical appraisal, the two areas for further
research can be identified First, is how to assess and access a wider array of stakeholder groups. In this vein, the
inclusion of the perspectives of other key stakeholder groups, including consumers and regulators, can be expected
to provide a more thorough assessment of the usefulness of frugal innovation in the context of acupuncture small
business sector in London. This approach could either reaffirm the conclusions drawn in this study based solely on
the perspectives of industry practitioners and existing body of research, or alternatively, this stream of research could
challenge these findings and uncover further prospects for successfully utilising frugal innovation in the studied
context (e.g. by identifying a gap in service provision or high perceived cost among consumers). The second has to
do with having comparative studies for analyses. Here, it is worth pointing out that the renewed interest in frugal
innovation, additional area for further research can be found in comparative studies. In addition to assessing the
relative usefulness of frugal innovation in the acupuncture small business sector in different regions of the world, this
stream of research could also explore the prospects for utilising frugal innovation in various industry sector, providing
a key contribution towards the current level of understanding of the studied phenomenon.
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Electronic Booking Systems: Exploring Black Barbershops in East
London
Barry Omesuh, MBA
Introduction
The Barber (or Barbershop owner) is too busy to answer his phone or deal with the challenges of my questionnaire
at certain times when business is at its peak, neither do they have receptionists to answer phone calls, due to
overheads of employing permanently receptionist. At present, customers patronising most black barbershops either
walk-in or book for the barber’s services by phoning the barbers, which can be a challenge, since only the barber
knows the order in which to perform his services. From a barbershops customer’s viewpoint, there is lack of
transparency in the booking system at present, moreover the owners have better thing to do instead of sorting out
the queuing order.
This study proposes, therefore, the need for an electronic booking system (EBS) to barbershops in the East London
area in order to enable them fulfil orders that might otherwise be missed, by taking advance bookings in real time
and secure customers which, in turn will grow the business. According to Levitt in 1981, barbering is not a tangible
product (Levitt, 1981). In these days of Artificial Intelligence (AI) era, perhaps it could be Robotic such as, Cortana
for Microsoft, Siri for iPhone or Duplex for Google, trying to book a haircut (Grace, et al., 2017). Anyway, some
people, including barbers do not like change to the status quo, especially to do with technology (Venkatesh, Morris,
Davis, & Davis, 2003).
An electronic booking system (EBS) is a normal booking system electronically based, i.e. it is accessible through
electronic gadgets, like, a laptop, and mobile android phones, iPad, etc. The parts of an online booking system
include the database, used for storing information about the activities being planned, a web pages to present the
information and capture the forms from the customer’s, and the software that links the web pages to the database.
They are known in the business as the back-end, front-end, and middle-ware (Morgan, 2018).
This piece of work was put together to investigate the attractiveness of adopting new technology, an Artificial
Intelligence enabled automated electronic booking system for appointment booking in an East London African
/Caribbean barbershop from different perspectives, namely, attractiveness, how appealing, efficiency of the service,
more business, more customers, data safety, training involved and ease of usage (Davis, 1989; Venkatesh, Morris,
Davis, & Davis, 2003; Rogers, 2010)). In other words, how appealing would it be to launch a new automated Artificial
Intelligence (AI) enabled electronic booking service in the barbershop itself, like a dashboard, online for customers,
that will enable them to book, track, and monitor progress of their local barbershop in real time.
Artificial intelligence designed Electronic Booking System can replace having a calendar beside you. When people
are booking, the barber can still be cutting peoples hair, with less distraction in trying to sort out the backlog of
bookings, cancellations and all the other issues that plague the barbershops. In 2017, researchers at Cornell
University predict that Artificial Intelligence (AI) will exceed human performance in many activities, such as translating
languages in the next five years, writing high-school essays in seven years, driving a truck in ten years’ time and
working in retail by 2031 (Grace, et al., 2017).
The procedure by which an innovation is transferred through certain ways over time between followers of a social
scheme is dependent on their social status (Rogers, 2010). It is known that many people do not like the use of
Artificial Intelligence computers. This is due to perceived notion that it is very difficult to learn or that acquiring one is
very expensive. As a result, therefore, they avoid the use of Artificial Intelligence. Others studies by Davis touched
on diffusion (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, User acceptance of computer technology: a comparison of two theoretical
model, 1989; Rogers, 2010) and why we avoid computers (Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis, 2003).
This project was set in the “E postcode area,” a sub-set of East London introduced in 1857 (i.e. E1, E2, E3………E19,
E20) (Hibbert, et al., 2011). Geographically, the area of East London comprises of the following areas, namely, a
small eastern external outlying of the City of London, as well as a large part of the London Borough of Hackney
(which include Hoxton and parts of Stamford Hill) (Kfh, 2018) and six of the London boroughs namely, Tower
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Hamlets, Newham, Redbridge, Havering, Barking. And Dagenham and Waltham Forest. According to the Office of
National Statistics (ONS) there are around 66 million people in UK, of which over 3.3 percent are of African origin
(ONS 2, 2012; ONS 3, 2012), almost all who need something done to their hair at least once a month (Blakeley,
2008; Media reach, 2012).
In this document black barbershops are defined as small or medium sized businesses (Afro hair salons with between
2 and 8 employees including the owner) that are mostly operated by black owners serving mostly black clientele or
patronised by people of African origin. In East London there are a diversity of barbershops of different types, ranging
from, badly ran salons to magnificent grooming emporiums, serving different communities and generations, both
young and old, Black-British, Caribbean, Africans, Indians and many others.
By investigating the challenges of efficient customer booking within East London black barbershops through a
scientific mixed method, where complement triangulation was used, with detailed observations. The research was
limited to data collection from the customer and owners. This was explanation in an independent, objective way by
using the research instrument that led to statistical analyses, by deductive approach, with facts, and knowledge
stemming from human experience as well as gleaned from the questionnaire. It was designed to produce information
regarding the booking systems currently operating within barbershops in the mainly black, and multi-ethnic
demographic in the East of London. It will also highlight to proprietors the benefits of implementing an (AI) designed
Electronic Booking System which would seamlessly improve their current booking management systems with huge
operational gains (Grace, et al., 2017). The mixed research method will entail addressing the phenomena from two
or more independent sources of data, (quantitatively as well as a qualitatively) to corroborate the research findings
(Bryman, 2012). With minimal interaction from participants of this research except during face to face questionnaire
interview.
From an estimated total of over 400 barbershops in East London (Mintel, 2017; ONS 1, 2017), a field survey was
conducted with questionnaires designed to reflex the mixed research method, as well as to educate black barber
shop clients about the service, and determine through their responses whether it would be beneficial to black
barbershop owners in East London to introduce an electronic booking system. Forty black barbershops were
randomly selected (simple convenient random sampling) to be used for the survey. The atmosphere inside these
shops is always lively, and everybody is friendly (Hackney Citizen, 2017). What makes a great barbershop is reliability
and trust (Reid, 2017), qualities shown by barbershops that took part in this survey. By taking advantage of artificial
intelligence enabled (EBS) the Barbershop will gain competitive advantage. This leads to the primary research
question for this study i.e. “How attractive would the implementation of an electronic booking system be to the Black
Barbershop in East London?”
Consequently, the aim of this study is to investigate the challenges of efficient customer booking within East London
black barbershops. By conducting field research using a specific research instrument (multiple choice questionnaire),
designed to elicit information regarding the different booking systems currently been used within barbershops in the
predominantly black, and multi-ethnic demographic area of East London. The specific research objectives include:
▪
▪
▪

To understand whether black barbershops owners in East London are willing to adopt new technology
(electronic booking system) and manage booking information in a better manner.
To explore whether use of modern technology will help black barbers in East London run their shops more
efficiently (time management), as well as aid in planning ahead to be more efficient as a business.
To comprehend the level of training required for barbershop customers as well as barbershop owners to
implement successfully an Electronic Booking System.

My findings of this investigation would be descriptive and will not lack insight into in-depth issues as positivism studies
often do, due to the use of the mixed research triangulation approach (Saunders, et al., 2016). The findings from this
research would be used to inform barbershops owners of the opinion of customer with regards to adoption and use
of an electronic booking system, the findings also would provide information on whether customers think they would
benefit, from the introduction of an electronic booking service. These findings can also be used to help shape the
future direction of barbering, specifically in terms of whether an electronic booking system could be beneficial for
business staying relevant and not disappearing, for instances, NHS, McDonald and many grocery shops have all
upgraded to using an electronic booking system for appointments and shopping, but not East London Black barber
shops.
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Literature Review
Dating back to the North America black Barbershops of the nineteenth century, this type of trade has been a
stronghold of deprived communities across the world (Hackney Citizen, 2017). According to the Vassar College
history Professor Quincy Mills who wrote the book “Cutting Along the Colour Line Black Barbers and Barber Shops
in America”, which takes a deep look at the history of black barbershops (Harris-Lacewell, 2010; Mills, 2013). The
placement of black barbershops has been so noteworthy in black history, and as such legendary authors Toni
Morrison’s “Song of Solomon”, Amiri Bakara, award winning poet and playwright, Ralph Ellison’s novel, “Invisible
Man”, and Richard Wright’s “The Barber’s Shop”, had all used (referred to) the barbershop as the ‘black man’s
sanctuary’ in their writings. In 1934, Henry M. Morgan founded the Tyler Barber College, the first national chain of
barber colleges for African Americans, in Tyler Texas. The colleges spread until almost four out of five, of all black
barbers in America when from training at Morgan’s schools (Mills, 2013; Harris, 2017).
Barbering is a trade that can be passed down from generation to generation. The comedy movie “Barbershop” which
displayed social life in a barbershop, directed by Tim Story in 2002, starring Ice Cube. It shows some business sides
of Ice Cube, who did not understand the potentials of a barbershop handed down to him by his father, since he could
not borrow legally to keep the barbershop open, with revenues falling (Barbershop, 2002). Barbershop is also a
crucial location for mentoring, for example, President Obama’s Fatherhood Buzz program designed to get fathers
more involved was delivered through Barbershops (National Responsible Fatherhood Clearinghouse, 2014).
We looked at Traditional Queuing Method (TQM) against Online Registration System(ORS) for contrast since,
technology is no longer considered an industry, moreover people’s new technology acceptance can be measure
through their intentions, and the skill to enlighten their intentions in terms of their attitudes, subjective norms, seeming
usefulness, seeming ease of use, and related variables (Legris, et al., 2003; Rogers, 2010). Nevertheless, technology
is the fundamental driver of change and innovation for every business everywhere according to The Next Web (TNW)
of Amsterdam (Kedwan & Taghreed, 2017; TNW, 2018).
According to Weill and Broadbent (1998), recent developments in information technology and recently artificial
intelligence (or AI for short), will make electronic booking systems particularly relevant for black barbers, for example
reduced costs, ease of use, speed, new links between different media, more services, and more customers.
Most people nowadays use mobile phones or mobile devices for endless access to communication and information
technology (e.g., Facebook, WhatsApp, messenger, Web search browsing, and social media). Personal data privacy
against many prospects, will be a big snag to customer accepting new technology. At present people are sharing the
personal information on social media and most likely other unknown businesses ( McKinsey & Company, 2015).
Researchers have also looked at combining the technology acceptance model with the theory of planned behaviour,
a model on PC utilization, the innovation diffusion theory and the social cognitive theory. As well as the theory of
reasoned action, the technology acceptance model, the motivational model, the theory of planned behaviour (Bryman
A. , 2012; Maruping, Bala, Venkatesh, & Brown, 2017). Kedwan and Taghreed, 2017 shows that an electronic
booking system (EBS) is a simple booking system electronically based, that is accessible through a laptop, mobile
android system, iPad, etc (Kedwan & Taghreed, 2017). The diffusion of innovation theory focuses on the methods
of spreading out new technology especially through cultures awareness. Online Registration System (ORS) or EBS
easily accessibility from anywhere can make East London barber shops easily assessable from any platform, like
smart phones, computers and tablets (i.e. not dedicated only to desktops). Research shows that there are no big
players in the business of hair cutting with an overriding market share in this industry (Ibisworld, 2018). However,
salons that use bookings systems like, Treatwell (formerly known as Wahanda) and Blowout have clearly interrupted
an outdated way of doing business in the industry. Bookings for haircuts can be made to facilitating choice and with
complete ease according to Burn-Callander in 2016.
There are artificial intelligence systems that inform key business decisions for organisations such as Uber, Treatwell,
NHS, Dentists, for example that book appointments automatically, based on client data, so why not adapt these
technologies to East London Barber shops? According to Gardiner, 2018, Uber is joining forces with beauty tech firm
Blowout and are going to launch a beauty Electronic Booking System that will enable users to book services to their
home on demand (Gardiner, 2018). For example. in identifying idle time and using it for home visits, hence being
more effective in time management, all made possible with the right information management technology.
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Marketing Intelligence reports 2017 showed that while convenience is important while choosing a salon, usage of
Electronic Booking Systems is low in both the hair and beauty treatments sector (Mintel, 2017). And this tallies with
our overall findings from East London Black barber shops. However, there is other research that shows use of an
electronic booking systems on the rise, according to Hilton Worldwide chief marketing officer Geraldine Calpin last
year 1.6 million free nights went unearned due to bookings made through third party sites instead (Ting, 2017). The
hair services industry is geared up to continue a growth drive over 2016-2021, from an awaited price increase
(Euromonitor International, 2018).
According to research by Ibisworld, 2018 with the increasing importance of good looking, appeal of physical beauty,
many black barbershops are quickly increasing their clientele. The hair salon business has a small level of capital
intensity, since the services obtainable by the industry are very labour intensive. Services offered at a black
barbershop include trimming, cutting, setting, hair washing, blow dry or straighten out of hair, shaving, dyeing, tinting,
and beard trimming etc. Cosmetologists is in two parts barbering and hairdressing (Ibisworld, 2018).
An Electronic Booking Systems or Online Registration System easily accessibility from anywhere can make East
London barber shops easily assessable from any platform, mainly assessable from Smart phones, i.e. not dedicated
only to desktops. Notwithstanding the tools used to build the booking platform, there are simple database
development training for hair salon owners to undertake, which will help them improve key business decisions, with
accurate key performance indicator reporting for the barbershop and create solid electronic booking system for their
client (Morgan, 2018).
To develop, install, and use a booking software tailored to individual barbershop specification, both secure and
genuinely effective operating system in this complex real world is a significant challenge. According to BurnCallander, 2016 calling for a haircut appointment will be history before you know it, when an Electronic Booking
System can process bookings faster, easily and informatively (Burn-Callander, 2016). Treatwell raised £30m to try
and be a major player in the online booking sector in Europe (Anderson, 2015).

Methodology
As early as 1959, according to Campbell and Fiske, studying a phenomenon from multiple viewpoints allows for
greater accuracy in judgment (Jick, 1979; Collins, 2010; Yin, 2017). In this research, a scientific mixed method with
complement triangulation was used, with detailed observations. The research was limited to data collection and
explanation in an independent, objective way by using the research instrument that led to statistical analyses, by
deductive approach, with facts, and knowledge stemming from human experience as well as gleaned from the
questionnaire. With minimal interaction from participants of this research except during face to face questionnaire
interview (Jick, 1979; Bryman A. , 2012; Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2016; Yin, 2017; Creswell & Clark, 2017.).
Black barbershops in East London were approached and asked if they would like to participate in the research. They
were given “Consent Forms” with confidentiality assurances. Customers from each of the participating barbershops
had full access and completed the research instrument (multiple choice questionnaire) in their local individual
barbershops. Questionnaires were anonymised with the answers only accessible to the researcher and the
supervisor.
In the course of this study, it was difficult to identify the total number of black barbershops in East London. However,
it was observed barbershop cluster in low rent areas, perhaps I in 10 of the industry (Mintel, 2017). In some shop
the owner was not easily identifiable without asking, which the researcher found awkward occasionally. Hence, it
was assumed that one of the barbers, was the owner, and as such, the questionnaire for owners was still handed to
each barber in the barbershop to answer. From the 40 barbers that participate, 18 were working directly for
themselves and the others 22 barbers, were renting chairs from the owner who was also present during the survey.
The viewpoints of the barbers are powerfully associated with the outcome of the research, and together they form
the foundation of this piece of work (McKinsey & Company, 2015).
The research used a research instrument, i.e. survey questionnaire to explore the barbering experiences of
customers at black barbershops in East London. Customers were required to complete a survey that explored their
current experiences and gathered their views on whether an Electronic Booking System could improve their
satisfaction. The questions were multiple choice closed questions and were analysed using quantitative as well as a
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qualitative research method with the statistics software’s Excel and SPSS. The questions for the surveys were
developed in consultation with industry experts (Saunders, et al., 2016).
A rating scale (Likert Scale) was employed and used in the design of the questionnaire (Dichotomies questions in
mind during design of questionnaire also help with the analysis). A simple and convenient sampling technique was
used to distribute questionnaires/survey between barber shop in Eastern area of London to gather information. A
mixture of probability and non-probability sampling method, furthermore questionnaires were also part of advertising
(Murphy & Maynard, 1996). From an estimated total population of over 400 black barbershops in the East of London,
40 barbershops were randomly selected to be used for the survey (Mintel, 2017; Office of National Statistics, ONS,
2017), a field survey was conducted with questionnaires designed to educate black barber shop clients about the
service. Barbershop customers were asked to answer questionnaires, from the questionnaires, quantitative data was
collected to be used in supporting the research, and to determine through their responses whether it would be
beneficial to black barber shop owners in East London to introduce an electronic booking system.
The data collected was analysed descriptively and inferentially. The descriptive analysis was used to aid in
visualizing and in the presentation of the raw data, using graphs and pie charts, whilst this data was than analysed.
We then tried to establish through the analysis whether there is a relationship between two or more variables, that
East London barber would want to adopt the technology or that they would not. Both descriptive and descriptive
analyses helped in making the raw data easier to present, summarise, understand and analysis, the data in light of
the hypothesis or research questions (Wilkinson & Bhandarkar, 2014), so it can be efficiently used for decision
making as well as to test hypothesis or theories about a larger population (Singh & Singh, 2015). The research aimed
to explain and predict, moreover, common sense should not be allowed to prejudice the research findings (Crowther
& Lancaster, 2008; Wilson, 2010; Saunders, et al., 2016).
The findings from the Qualitative approach used, as well as from the quantitative approach. Qualitative findings came
from different perspectives, namely, the literature of Barbershops attractiveness, how appealing, efficiency of the
service, more business, more customers, data safety, training involved and ease of usage and discussions with
barbers and customers, during the fieldwork. Findings also indicate although some barbers use EBS at present
(booking.com and others just like JUST EAT is to food), majority still do not have a deep knowledge, awareness and
capability or knowhow of the EBS device, and how it can help in their daily business. Creating customer acceptance
will be key to enabling Barbershop connectivity as well as automated electronic booking system. Our research
indicates that the biggest threat to customers’ acceptance are their concerns about the cyber security of information
and concerns about the reliability of the booking software (McKinsey & Company, 2015). Nowadays, Barbers can
expect customers information to be handled in different ways as digital technology replaces traditional methods of
recording, receiving and transmitting information.
In the UK, there are roughly 4.5 million private enterprises, mainly small businesses of which approximately three
quarter of them are sole trader businesses, (the types that only individual owner manage the affairs, i.e. with no
direct employees) with an annual turnover averaging £60,000 each. Another, 900,000 roughly, are private enterprises
engaging between one and nine people with an average annual turnover of £417,000 (Ofcom, 2013).
According to the Address Management Unit of the Royal Mail’s, UK have numerous hair salons, with 12 brand new
hair salons opening per week in Britain, it looks like the competition in the industry is hot. The research (by MetaPack
provider of delivery management technology) discovered a high road now has on average seven barbers, four
independent beauty salons etc. Can this be sustained, is there still enough hair dressing business for every salon is
the question. Hence, there are many hair salons in London that are here today and disappear the next day (Douglas,
2016; Royal Mail, 2016). So, this research aims to show barbers that to remain relevant and not disappear in the
next couple of years, that they should adapt new technology.
The commonness of social media has been predominantly persuasive in fuelling this growth, Steve Rooney, Head
of Royal Mail’s Address Management Unit, which manages the Postcode Address File, stated. The analysis makes
known a trend shopper will recognise from their own high street, self-employed kind of retail is growing. This is good
news for communities, as businesses and consumers both gain when the retail sector is booming. One strong point
from Royal Mail, 2016 survey is that entrepreneurs are fast movers, when it comes to spotting and react to emerging
consumer trends. These types of businesses are going from strength to strength as shown by the increase in
numbers.
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Early part of the day is less busy, most barber during the research prefer to attend to questionnaire in the earlier part
of the day because it is less busy according to United Kingdom Hair Care Market - By Products, Distribution Channels
and Vendors - Market Trends and Forecasts (2015 - 2020). From the Quantitative findings, responses from
customers was positive, since 82.9% of the participants will use an electronic booking system, if available to book
for the barbershop’s, moreover 12 where not sure, which is double the number of people that said no to using an
EBS. When the question “If there was an electronic booking system that allows you undertake self-service booking,
and would you use it?” was posed to the respondents, most (83 percent) answered yes, while under 6 percent said
no. The number of those who answered “maybe” was about 11 percent (see Figure 1).
Figure 1. Usage take-up of electronic booking system

Questionnaire responses for barbers
Question A1: If you had positive responses on the use of an electronic booking system (EBS) from your regular
customers, would you agree to introduce such a scheme?

Figure 2
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Question A2: Do you agree that a new piece of technology can be better than the current booking arrangement in
helping to plan your workload for weeks ahead?
Figure 3

Figure 4. Do you agree that a piece of technology can help to improve your customer communication?

For the questionnaire given to Barbershop owner, the findings will be summarised as follows:
•

•

•

•

•
•

Question A1: The is a positive response to the question if your regular customers came with good feedback,
would you introduce an EBS. It looks pity clear to me, that without thinking hard, not even one barber
answered negatively to the question A1. (All barbers replied Strongly agree or agree only 100%)
Question A2: This question had only one negative responses to the question, will a new piece of technology
do better than the current booking arrangement in helping to plan the barber’s workload. But the strongly
disagree is not significant, since it only accounts for 2.5% of the population of barbers sampled.
Question A3: Here the responses to the question, if a piece of technology would improve customers
communication, have the same characteristic as Question A1, not even one barber disagreed or strongly
agreed with the question.
Question A4: Here exactly half of the barbers surveyed agreed to the statement that an electronic booking
system would give customers a more efficiency service. Only two barbers disagreed and nor strongly
disagreed.
Question A5: Another positive outcome from the question, all responses were positive to the question,
would an electronic booking system help in providing better information for the whole business.
Question A6: All barbers answered positively to, do they believe that business will be better with an efficient
booking system. Not even one single disagrees or strongly disagree.
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Overall only three times did any disagree or strongly disagree to all the questions, out of 240 (40 times 6) possible
answers only three were negative. However, there were a few sitting on the fence answers. A total of 27 out of a
possible 240 were neutral.
Figure 5. Do you agree that an electronic booking system will give your customers a better service as well as more
efficiency for the barbershop?

In response to the question, “Do you agree that an electronic booking system will give you better information of
customers and your business? ” the responses tended to be more in agreement (see Figure 6).
Figure 6. Business & Customer Information of electronic booking system for business

Regarding the question, “Do you believe that a more efficient booking system in your business would attract more
customers?,” the responses also seem to be in agreement.

Discussion
The earliest findings from the customers questionnaire shows indications for the belief that, if people become aware
of and use the electronic booking system successfully once, they are likely to come back, and this will increase sales
and bring more cash. Valuable time is saved because booking will no longer have to be processed by humans.
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Clients can check convenience and book instantly, thus closing a booking without having to wait for your staff to
confirm. Thus, the hair salon industry should continue to take fraud of any kind very extremely and offer the right
protections (McKinsey & Company, 2015).
Every Barber’s goal is to cut more hair and make a profit. Yet, without an online booking system, you will have to
rely on phone calls and walk-ins to make reservations. That is why it is vital to point out the key benefits a booking
system should bring to every good barber. Findings indicate although some barbers use electronic booking system
at present, the biggest barrier to customers’ accepting new technology are their concerns about the internet security
of information and fears about the trustworthiness of the booking software (McKinsey & Company, 2015). This
section will discuss the key areas that will be affected and gives potential comments on the consequence of the
findings. Also, some basic advantages and disadvantages will be hinted on, before the organization installs and
implements a new system or reviews a system already in place (Stanyon, 2005).
Nowadays staff members do not sit eagerly waiting for phone calls with pen and paper, instead, there are electronic
booking systems which take the hassle out of booking for customers and businesses. With the introduction of the
electronic booking system, before, the barber leaves his house not knowing whether he was cut anyone’s hair but,
after the introduction he has this knowledge from the booking system prior to leaving his house, hence not on zero
hours (De Stefano, 2016).
Personal data confidentiality will be a major obstruction for acceptance. Against expectations, customers seem to be
more sophisticated about the usage of their personal data and more willing to share this data than commonly
assumed. Majority (88 percent) of participants in McKinsey and company’s research know that some data from their
mobile appliances are openly available and shared with third parties’ companies/applications (McKinsey & Company,
2015). These researches show the relevance of the East London Black barber shops, because apparently if there
are people from the Afro/Carib community, these barber shops have a key role to play. Thus, the hair salon industry
should continue to take proactive action to address very seriously issues that arises and offer the appropriate
safeguards (McKinsey & Company, 2015).
One Barber was not impressed with the idea of an EBS but came up with this statement “I would have been more
impressed if the booking system will recognise different languages like Swahili and so on, i.e. more or less translate
with a good AI capacity. Then the electronic booking system would certainly be doing something I cannot do
personally”. That would be history very soon according to the researchers at Cornell University (Grace, et al., 2017).
Online booking systems come with a dashboard of analytics that help you quickly determine your most popular
clients. With at-a-glance data simple to understand. Since the 1980s, Information Technology have been
transforming everything around the globe, such as hotel, holiday, retail business and transportation (UBER).
Information Technology is a key factor in the planning, booking. (Crnojevac, et al., 2010).
To look smart, presentable and attractive is one of the requirements of looking corporate. These days with the fast,
ever-changing setting, customers’ demands high-quality, classy and individual services from barbers. This is the key
to withstand, survive and advancing, in this competitive world. Men have been migrating back to barbershops from
unisex salons of later, and there seems to be no slowing down on the high street with ten or more barber shops and
men’s grooming services on the high streets opening around the United Kingdom every week now. Hence it is vital
that demand will grow to meet supply like other industry that has renewed spike in numbers, However, in such a
personal trade, ability, and the level of service obtainable could hinder how many of the shops will still be open in a
couple of years’ time Gig economies are promoted because, barbers become self-employed so the booking system
helps cut down on zero hours because they are in constant employment, for e.g. before the introduction of the system
the barber left his house not knowing whether he was going to cut anyone’s hair but after the introduction he has this
knowledge from the booking system prior to leaving his house (De Stefano, 2016; Hagerty, 2017). Barbers should
push back at online intermediaries with its campaign to get loyal clientele to book direct. Because, direct booking
makes for a more personalised experience for members of the scheme (Ting, 2017).
AI technologies have been designed and is continuously improved upon, computer now think for themselves and
make business management decisions such as telling a customer that he is due an appointment based on AI
knowledge about the client, for instance. the persons ethnicity which can leads to how fast people from that ethnic
group’s hair grows which notifies the barber to call the client. The design of mixed method research can be very
complex, takes much more time and resources to plan and implement this type of research. It may be difficult to plan
and implement one method by drawing on the findings of another. It may be unclear how to resolve discrepancies
that arise in the interpretation of the findings.
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All the Barbershops surveyed believe that technology can make thing better, but none of them is looking at the pitfalls
that come with technology. However, the paybacks related with an online electronic booking system does not apply
to all barbershops. There are some hair salons that will gain more than other from an EBS. Barbershop all over
should now be thinking of how to extend their services to more consumers by launching new online booking engine,
new online system that eliminates the need for users to make their bookings over the telephone and through third
parties. A good example is Tesla’s model of selling their cars straight to end user helps them contact customer
directly, hence, they do not have to go through the middle men of the car dealership, the way traditional original
equipment manufacturer does. This is good for relationship and for consumers greater flexibility and certainty as well
as specifically more knowledge (Bohnsack, et al., 2014).
Personal data confidentiality will be a major obstruction for acceptance, against expectations, customers seem to be
more sophisticated about the usage of their personal data and more willing to share this data than commonly
assumed. Majority (88 percent) of participants in McKinsey and company’s research know that some data from their
mobile appliances are openly available and shared with third parties’ companies/applications (McKinsey & Company,
2015).
My view is that this research would help solve some management problems and issues of black barbershops in east
London, because the questionnaire would provoke critical thinking, deliberations, new business opportunity and
strategies on the ways forward in the industry. By taking advantage of AI enabled EBS the Barbershop will gain
competitive advantage. The rate at which people patronise the barbershop (for haircut) during colder weather is low,
an electronic booking system can give better business in-sights to do with changes to the weather (Glenn, 2008).
Artificial intelligence now has the capacity the detect and telling a customer that he is due for a trim, based on AI
knowledge about the client origin, for instance, the persons may come from a region, where the hair grow faster than
normal. will be notified by the AI enabled electronic booking system, hence the barbers will notify or call the client.
An electronic booking system help in making the barbershop more transparent and cut outgoings in a black
barbershop. An EBS will open-up new business prospects for black barbershop in East London and hence, make
them advantageous, efficiency and extend their competitive position.

Conclusions and Implications
All the Barbershops in the survey believe that technology can make thing better, but none of them is looking at the
pitfalls that come with technology. However, the paybacks related to an online electronic booking system does not
apply to all barbershops. There are some hair salons that will gain more than other from an electronic booking system
(EBS). Barbershop proprietors should discover new business opportunities, such as an electronic booking system
to be different from other competitors and always enhance their business and the community. Not only do electronic
booking systems make scheduling a lot easier, the also aid to keep customers up to date without having to contact
them. Instant booking and text alerts mean the clients have knowledge of where and when to arrive for their haircut
and other services. It is vital that the system contents, have easy procedure to follow for the client, and in so doing,
always make it possible and contribute towards a greater customer experience and to build customer loyalty.
Barbershop all over should now be thinking of how to extend their services to more consumers by launching new
online booking engine, new online system that eliminates the need for users to make their bookings over the
telephone and through third parties. A good example is Tesla’s model of selling their cars straight to end user helps
them contact customer directly, hence, they do not have to go through the middle men of the car dealership, the way
traditional original equipment manufacturer does. This is good for relationship and for consumers, as it gives them
greater flexibility and certainty as well as specifically more knowledge (Bohnsack, et al., 2014).
Valuable time is saved because booking will no longer have to be processed by humans. Clients can check
convenience and book instantly, thus closing a booking without having to wait for your staff to confirm. Thus, the hair
salon industry should continue to take this issue very extremely and offer the appropriate safeguards. Every barber’s
goal is to cut more hair and make a profit. Yet, without an online booking system, you will have to rely on phone calls
and walk-ins to make reservations. That is why it is vital to point out the key benefits a booking system should bring
to every good barber.
The findings indicate although some barbers use electronic booking system (EBS) at present, the biggest barrier to
customers’ acceptance are their concerns about the cyber security of information and concerns about the reliability
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of the booking software ( McKinsey & Company, 2015) Customer always experience special unique treatments,
tailored just-for-you services in barbershops, because it is a personal thing (Standard and difficult hair styles).
Moreover, barbershops are the best places to go for a haircut, since barbers are more clued-up when it comes to
hair hygiene. From this study reveal various challenges of booking for East London black barbershops services were
investigated, and in my view to help determine whether an electronic booking system be accepted, or would the
technology be adopted by black barbershops in London, still needs more research. It was also noted that the report
from the Centre for Economic and Business Research for the Royal Mail's Address Management Unit (AMU) found
out that well over 600 new independent barbershops and beauty salons opened last year, a net increase of more
than 10% in the personal grooming sector (Royal Mail, 2016; Newsandstar, 2018).
Developing your portfolio as a Barber, will make it possible to survive with or with technology. It would be beneficial
and vital to black barbershop owners in East London to introduce technology to improve the booking system, hence
have a best means of communicate with customers more. Not only do electronic booking systems make scheduling
a lot easier, the also aid to keep customers up to date without having to contact them one after the other. Instant
booking and text alerts mean the clients have knowledge of where and when to arrive for their haircut and other
services. It is vital that the system contents, have easy procedure to follow for the client, and in so doing, always
make it possible and contribute towards a greater customer experience and to build customer loyalty. There are a
few disadvantages of Online Booking Systems, however, such as the need for constant Internet access, even when
the barbershop is closed for business, customers should be allow/able to make booking from anywhere around the
globe.
Customers are at the heart of the business and by listening to their feedback and studied the pitfalls of other
industries, the hairdressing sector can come up with a smoother, more streamlined booking methods. New booking
system that will offer customers a diversity of benefits alongside increased speed of service. Would understanding
whether black barbershops owners in East London are willing to adopt new technology (electronic booking system)
and manage booking information in a better manner.
It is hoped that the insights gained from this study would enable East London barbershops and beyond, recognise
how successful implementation of an Electronic Booking System, can assist them to improve their efficiency in the
long term.
Consequently, a range of implications are highlighted. First, Barbers need to be ready for an flood of new clientele,
and aim for an end-to-end digitization of the barbershop by building up new technical skills to aid in developing the
business for innovation ways forward ( McKinsey & Company, 2015)This research would aim to analyse the data
considering the research questions, Would an EBS be attractive to East London Black Barber shops? Second,
Barbershop should always think of new strategies, so as to create and maintain their competitive advantage in order
to survive the technology revolution, that is spearheaded by Artificial Intelligence (AI), Internet of Thing and Big Data
to name a few. Third, Barbershop owners should take advantage of the power of new technology, such as Automated
AI enabled electronic booking system and increasing the ease of the process of booking for appointments, and store
client’s information, in such a way that customers can access other benefits online. Fourth, usefulness of the
electronic booking system needs to be assessed for the barbershop owners, in the likelihood of success of new
technology introduction. By helping barber understand the drivers of acceptance, in order to proactively design
interventions such as training, advertisement, marketing, and target the customers that may be less inclined to adopt
and use the new systems. Fifth, to transform how businesses, take their bookings, with an online booking system instored, all the information clients need to schedule with your appointments is visible on the screen, no need to call
in to the barbershop. You spend more time running your business and the customers in your store, and less time
worrying about missed phone calls or phone tag. Sixth, and finally, Barbershop should seriously think of in-house
electronic booking system to chase away or ward off third party gold diggers. Saves valuable time and cuts costs:
Availability check and immediate confirmations eliminating phone calls between barber and customer. It is very
important that appearance and performance are given key importance, as the electronic booking system’s contents
should have easy procedure to follow for the customers and be appealing to use.
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Introduction
If we think of artificial intelligence (AI), the first thing that comes to mind are science fiction movies. However, AI
today has become a pervasive reality, not necessarily with the appearance of a robot, but rather intelligent software
that can emulate behaviours / actions that only human beings were able to do. Let’s think about video games. Who
does not know Pokémon? Thanks to Augmented Reality (AR), the IBM Watson Visual Recognition (API) and the use
of device localisation, players all over the world can capture Pokémon on their smartphones wherever they are
(Cuthbertson, 2016).
A recent innovation of the giant Google is ‘Google Duplex’. It is digital assistant that calls businesses directly (Solon,
2018). Google Duplex will call the restaurant and reserve a table for the user (ibid). This service is not yet available
on the market (ibid). In the near future, it will facilitate users, replacing the conversation, saving time and making life
easier (ibid). This innovation will completely disrupt the current ways of communication and many businesses
(Leviathan, 2018). Furthermore, another interesting aspect is that AI is female. Voice assistants such as Siri, Cortana
or Amazon device ‘Alexa’ have female voices (Zimmerman, 2018). The robot Sophia was created with similarities to
actress Audrey Hepburn, trying to replicate that model of beauty (ibid). Will this facilitate the approach to AI by those
who still have suspicions?
Many experts associate AI with the Roman God ‘Janus’ (Ianus), two-faced; he had the beginning and the end within
himself (The Economist , 2018). This duality is typical of AI; it puts an end to the traditional ways of doing business
with the beginning of a new era (ibid). People should look at AI, digital technologies and big data with pragmatism:
we need a society prepared for the robotic and digital revolution, which does not feel threatened by machines (PwC
Belgium & Gondola Group, 2017). Different sectors are disrupted by AI, that constitute a huge change for them
(Deloitte, 2018). In particular, the retail sector is facing many changes created by AI (Bowman, 2017). In the following
section, this research will discuss different aspects of AI, both positive and negative. This raises the research
question – How has artificial intelligence impacted on consumer behaviour in retail and fashion?
The aim of this study is to find out how artificial intelligence influences consumer behaviour in the retail sector; in
particular, in the apparel industry. AI has always been a topic that intrigued the author for its potentials, which have
not been all discovered yet. Being an area, which is still developing, it is interesting to find out what benefits AI is
offering to consumers in the retail industry. These new technologies introduced by AI may literally disrupt people
lives and the way they do things. In addition, considering the Italian culture of the author, fashion has always been
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one of the biggest interests. However, the culture factor has not been discussed in this research. The researcher
decided to ‘join’ these two interests in order to discover how AI could influence consumer behaviour in fashion retail
sector. Thus, the objectives of this research are to: understand AI and its current use in the field; identify the impact
of AI on consumer behaviour in fashion retail; and evaluate how AI has changed consumer shopping experience
thanks to its application in fashion retail.
The study analyses the impact of artificial intelligence on consumer behaviour in the retail sector, especially in the
apparel industry, in order to find out what are the benefits and risks of AI. In addition, this project will find out what
consumers think and feel about AI. The structure of this project is the following: in Section 2, it can be found the
literature review where the author critically analyses the debate on artificial intelligence to understand its positive and
negative aspects, a general overview of consumer behaviour and the Model of Technology Acceptance (TAM3); in
Section 3, there is the methodology, where different aspects such as research philosophies, approaches, methods
and data collection are discussed. In Section 4, findings are explained in order to inform the reader about the
information obtained from the sample selected. Section 5 consists of discussion of evaluation of the data collected,
in order to identify whether there is a correlation between previous theories and the findings of this research. Finally,
Section 6 includes conclusion and recommendations and an area for future research.

Literature Review
‘Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the simulation of human intelligence processes by machines, especially computer
systems’ (Axelberg, 2016). It allows the latter to learn, test and adapt, in order to emulate tasks that normally require
human intuition such as decision making or visual perception (Caley, 2017). AI can help organisations in decision
making in complex situations (Claudé & Combe, 2018). The origin of the term AI as coined by J. Mc Carthy in 1956
in the conference at Dartmouth where they were presented computer programs capable of intelligent behaviours
able to demonstrate theorems of mathematical logic, e.g. the logic theorist (Perez, et al., 2018).
The development of AI is rapidly increasing, its impact in reality creates positive and negative effects (Yudkowsky,
2008). The speed of this disruption is evident from the of global revenues and growth forecasts. In 2016, total global
revenue from AI was $643.7 million (Caley, 2017). However, by 2025, this element is expected to reach $36.8 billion
(ibid). The ‘revolution’ that AI is also linked to the use of mobile devices (Caley, 2017). The two sectors (AI and
mobile) cross and naturally become connected (ibid). In fact, mobile is the tool through which AI is made available
to the consumer, and also allows machines to learn data through consumer choices and emulate their behaviour,
implementing the knowledge of the platforms thus improving its use (ibid). In particular, in the retail sector, AI is
transforming the way consumers shop and it is creating new tools to optimise and give a sensational consumer
shopping experience (Grewal, et al., 2017). However, it must be said that young consumers are more likely to use
mobile devices to shop online than elderly (Cooke, 2018). The focus of this research is on the retail sector because
it is a significant growing industry and it is attracting huge investments (Khatkale, 2018). By 2024, the penetration of
AI in retail will be more than $8 billion (ibid).
It is interesting to examine both positive and negative sides of the debate that characterise the AI. On one hand,
there are positive changes such as people can get things done in a faster way by using technology to highlight their
existing skills (The Economist , 2018). Moreover, the speed in obtaining goods and services (e.g. recruiters of staff
will be able to identify the best candidates faster, customer assistance can solve problems quickly). From a business
perspective, there are numerous sectors involved (Deloitte, 2018). In the healthcare sector, the Danish start-up,
Corti, created an AI platform that listening to the emergency call can identify symptoms of a cardiac attack through
verbal communication (tone of voice, breath) (Deloitte, 2018). By comparing the data acquired with the wealth of
information deriving from previous emergency calls, AI can identify the similarities of heart attacks allowing to make
quick medical decisions for immediate care or avoid unnecessary medical expenses (ibid). However, a negative
effect of AI in the health field, strongly based on human interaction, is the loss of human contact with the
consequential increase of social isolation; this creates limits of application in the highly stressed patients who need
the indispensable human relational contact (Nuffield Council on Bioethics, 2018).
In addition, AI is found in the algorithm of VALCRI (Visual Analytics for Sense Making in Criminal Intelligence
Analysis), which allows the analysis of data from legal and social systems, to identify possible investigative tracks or
even to anticipate the possible commission of crimes (Deloitte, 2018). Furthermore, AI is found in the Home Design
sector. In particular, deep learning and machine learning algorithms applied to Augmented Reality (AR) technology
offer, through the ‘RoomAR’ app, a visual experience that allows people to view home furniture in the chosen
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environment through the use of mobile devices (Deloitte, 2018), providing personalised recommendations
(Performatix, 2018). Also, in banking sector, AI has long been applied (Deloitte, 2018). According to the Banking
Technology Vision (2018), AI will soon allow banks to know and analyse the intentions of customers, improving user
interfaces to obtain better services, reduce operating costs according to a more sustainable banking model (McIntyre,
et al., 2018).
On the other hand, technological changes always cause a disruption; AI will have a greater impact than any other
type of technological advent, and its consequences can be even more dramatic (Wisskirchen, et al., 2017). Singular
is the value that Tesla's CEO, Elon Musk, gives to AI, calling it an ‘existential threat’ (Green Carmichael, 2017).
Although he declared to have access to some of the most innovative artificial intelligence systems, he affirmed that
artificial intelligence could be the biggest risk for the existence of human civilization (Stratton & Milford, 2017).
People are debating that AI will give rise to three big questions in the following years (Morikawa, 2016). The first
consists of understanding what its effect on the world of work will be. Certain jobs might be replaced by machines,
and, therefore, a large percentage of staff could lose their jobs (Elliott, 2017). Consequently, company executives
will have to decide whether they will be prepared to offer new staff training, or whether they will prefer to replace the
staff with the machine (Morikawa, 2016). Many companies are already preparing their employees to develop new
skills, but they are not always at the expense of the company (ibid). About 47% of total US jobs are at risk of
computerisation (Frey & Osborne, 2017).
However, prediction done in past years went wrong (Walsh, 2017). Some people believe that most of the jobs will
not be threatened by the AI for a long time (ibid). From knowledge of the history of the industrial revolution, Mokyr et
al. (2015) shows that computers and robots will create innovations on products and services, which will lead to the
creation of new types of jobs (Mokyr, et al., 2015). Companies that offer services look positively on Big Data, AI and
robotics, identifying new sources of business and job (ibid). Humans are indispensable subjects to make decisions
that AI is currently unable to make (Stratton & Milford, 2017). The replacement of certain jobs with machines may
improve the quality of life: possibility of having a personal assistant or a full-time coach (ibid). In the near future,
people may all have one (virtual), as well as the virtual doctors, who will constantly support them, monitoring health
and formulating diagnostic and therapeutic suggestions, as well as giving them information on lifestyle (ibid).
However, people will be indispensable to distribute, recover and maintain robots (ibid). It is interesting to note that
there also global trends such as urbanisation, technological change, ageing population and others that might
influence and shape our future world and this could impact on the employment (Dobbs, et al., 2015) and AI could
help to alleviate the consequences.
The second question that will arise with the development of AI is how our privacy will be protected. Internet has
already made it possible to monitor consumer behaviour (The Economist , 2018). AI will offer more advanced and
sophisticated tools to monitor consumers and employees, both online and offline (ibid). However, AI will lead to
various privacy violations, deemed outrageous (ibid). For example, facial recognition technology has become so
advanced that it may be able to detect someone's sexual orientation. Used in the wrong way, AI could militate against
fair and equal treatment (ibid). The development of AI technologies should be managed by human being, qualified
subjects such as researchers in a consistent manner with the moral, social and legal values of civil society (European
Commission, 2018). However, it might happen that AI could complete a task without understanding what the real
intentions of the human being were (Bossmann, 2016). For example, it can be asked to the machine to eliminate
cancer through algorithms; it will eliminate it but irreparably compromising the health of humans (ibid). Therefore,
researchers need to make sure that the machine completes the task without taking dangerous or unethical decisions
(ibid). The development of AI imposes philosophical reflections, the choice of values to be protected, the evaluation
of the contribution of AI to human well-being and requires the means to develop and deepen the debates (Dignum,
2017).
The third question is about the effect of artificial intelligence on competitiveness in the business world (The
Economist, 2018). Those who adopt it quickly (less costs and offers at lower prices) will become bigger, attracting
more customers and reinvesting their profits to protect their market supremacy while smaller companies will certainly
find themselves in difficulty (ibid). AI will contribute to increasing monopolies, excluded for companies that operate
and develop technologies (ibid). For example, Tesco dominates the market thanks to the application of technology
(Winterman, 2013). Being the first supermarket in UK, Tesco decided to invest in technology in three specific areas
such as in stores, on PCs and mobile and tablets, in order to acquire huge amounts of consumers’ data and focus
on customer insight (Smith, 2012). In addition, Tesco Clubcard allows the company to know in advance all customers’
preferences, how they shop and give to consumers an incentive to choose Tesco as the best place to shop because
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they can collect points every time they shop, get vouchers and enjoy their rewards by saving money (ibid). Tesco is
investing on AI in order to provide personalisation to its customers which will be the next big change in retail
technology (ibid). In the following section, this research focuses on the impact of AI on retail and fashion.

Application of AI in Retail and Fashion
The retail sector is a clear example of how AI helps large companies gain market share. Amazon, which has been
using artificial intelligence for years, controls about 40% of online commerce in the US (CBInsights, 2018). However,
the AI phenomenon is recent and, therefore, it is early to stigmatize whether the changes are positive or not (The
Economist , 2018). Moreover, purchasing decisions are based on ease and convenience; 37% of customers consider
time savings an advantage; therefore, automated purchases are strategic (Bowman, 2017, p. 75). With the same
percentage, customers consider an advantage to save money, while 25% consider convenience as the most
important benefit (Bowman, 2017, p. 75). The Internet of Things (IoT) transforms the purchasing modalities:
consumers can make purchases digitized by mobile devices, which connect the data flows from the physical to the
digital world, allowing sellers to receive information on each store in real time, in order to make the best customer
service decisions immediately (Bowman, 2017, p. 79). The IoT highlights the importance of ‘connectivity’ in today
society (ibid). AI is a tool that allows to develop this connectivity between consumers and organisations (Caley,
2017). There are three main types of AI:
•
•
•

Natural Language Processing (NLP): development of systems able to understand human language (e.g.
Chatbot).
Machine Learning (ML): development of systems that can learn from experience (e.g. personalised
recommendations).
Deep Learning: learning by acquiring huge amounts of data (for example, image recognition) (Bowman,
2017).

A type of artificial intelligence in retail is chatbot. Chatbot is a software designed to simulate a conversation with a
human being (Caley, 2017). The dialogue with a computer was tested in the '50s by Turing, who had developed the
famous' Turing test' (game of imitation), where three participants (a man, a woman and a third person) had to look
to mislead the computer while it was trying to figure out who the man was and who the woman was (Sharkey, 2012).
The computer guessed by a series of questions (ibid). Later, in 1966, Weizenbaum created the first chatbot called
Eliza (Campbell-Kelly, 2018). Today, people use this technology on a daily basis: from the Facebook bots,
Messenger, started in 2016, up to WhatsApp, Telegram or virtual assistants such as Siri or Cortana (Caley, 2017).
This service can be used to answer customer questions to send advice and show product images (ibid). By 2020,
80% of retail brands will have a chatbot (Bauer, 2017). Burberry and The North Face already use it. Burberry
launched the fashion bot on Facebook and Messenger in 2017: new ‘talking’ collections as well as offering real-time
service (Caley, 2017). The North Face also offers customers the opportunity to chat while shopping through sending
personalized recommendations (ibid).
Other artificial intelligences are visual search and visual listen. The technology of image recognition uses deep
learning and offers opportunities for mobile commerce: shopping anywhere with ‘visual search’ (Caley, 2017). For
instance, this technology is used by Google Translate and self-driving cars (ibid). ‘IBM Watson combines natural
language processing, machine learning, and real-time computing power to sift through massive amounts of
unstructured data to answer questions fast’ (Deloitte, 2015). Many are its application in the retail field such as helping
brands to create memorable products and better advertising and helping consumers to find products quickly and
have valuable shopping experiences (Bowman, 2017).
In addition, recommendation engines are ‘tools that personalise the user experience by taking advantage of the
site content and browsing habits’ (Caley, 2017). These are machine learning algorithms that compare and test
information, encouraging consumers to make new choices, offer increasingly personalised recommendations, and
are often integrated with the e-commerce system (ibid). They elaborate the consumer's belonging to models and
categories, with the identification of subjects who have similar tastes, link previous choices or purchases, memorise
and show the previous decisions of consumers, and, continually, with appropriate changes to previous
recommendations induce the consumer to make purchases (ibid). Since the beginning of 2000, Amazon was one of
the first company that introduced this technology; currently 35% of sales are charged to recommendation engines
(ibid).
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Furthermore, AI can be found in-store. Changing consumer behaviour with online purchases has forced physical
stores to adapt to new consumer figures, who in 84% of cases visit more online channels before buying (Deloitte,
2018). Mobile device is the tool that bridges the gap between desktops and in-store, but the use of interface
technologies and apps is essential for in-store advantages (Caley, 2017). For example, sellers can send personalised
push notifications and discount codes. The technology allows companies to get information about consumers and
their preferences, which lead to an improvement of sales and profits (ibid). The big retailer John Lewis has invested
£4 million (Arthur, 2017) in giving 8000 phones to the staff in order to have real-time information on products and
customers’ preferences throughout the new ‘Dedicated Partner app’; therefore, it knows most likely in advance what
the customer is willing to buy (Arthur, 2017). Another interesting example is Pepper, a robot created by Robotics
America, present in Westfield shopping centre, in San Francisco, where customers can ask it questions to get advice
(Ankeny, 2017). The start-up DeepMagic, by using AI, has improved shopping experiences in-store by creating fully
automated stores allowing consumers to optimise time and make their shopping easier (Deloitte, 2018).
Moreover, other AI in retail, especially in the apparel industry (fashion) are design optimisation and design
forecasting (Caley, 2017). AI can be used to optimise websites design, showing customers customised versions of
environments in relation to their previous choices or preferences (ibid). An interesting example is a design forecast
by IBM Watson that approached the designers of ‘Marchesa’ brand and asked them to create a ‘cognitive suit’ for
the Met Gala (Xiong, 2018). Initially, Watson identified the most photographed Marchesa dresses of the past years,
to decide colours, materials and the best style of the new dress (Xiong, 2018). Then, small LED lights were
incorporated into the cognitive dress. At that time, during the night, the dress started to change colour, according to
the reaction of social media at that particular moment (Caley, 2017). This allowed the company to collect data in
order to know in advance whether the dress will have success or not (ibid). The technology also advances in the field
of fabrics designed in the laboratory: garments are created to be able to react in a symbiotic way with the environment
and capable of adapting to any type of situation (The Telegraph, 2009). However, in smart clothing, which is currently
undergoing a theoretical test, there may be problems with the storage components of clean energy in water, such as
faulty maintenance and wearable equipment (Xiong, 2018). In particular, smart clothes at the time of design, use
special smart fabrics or smart wearable devices, which to date are much more expensive than normal fabrics (ibid).
Another interesting example is EzFit, a start-up that combines augmented reality and online shopping, so as not to
miss the size of a piece of clothing bought on the web (Scarcella, 2017) The software allows users to see how the
clothes fit their body, simply using the webcam of their computer (ibid). This allows consumers to save time without
going to store (ibid).
In addition, AI offers retailers the opportunity to achieve a high level of intuition of consumer will (Caley, 2017). IBM
Watson technology can process half millions of data in 15 second, and it is now smart enough to produce all the data
that people enter (Captain, 2017). Therefore, Watson can ‘generate a psycholinguistic profile of an individual in
thousandths of seconds’ including emotion, tone, language, feeling, purchase history and statistics on social media
(Caley, 2017). Watson has great potentials compatible with the dynamic needs of consumers; in fact, the needs of
consumers are not static and require intelligent machines to identify them (Whitler, 2016).
Another application of successful AI in retail, it is store location optimisation. AI allows companies to optimise
customer service in-store, and learn many different data from a simple list of customers that allow understanding,
based on the identification of the ‘drivers / most important variables’, on the potential for success of new stores
(Caley, 2017). This application of AI is also used to identify stores with poor and insufficient performance, allowing
savings of $10 to $15 million per year, thus avoiding the opening of stores in ‘unfit/wrong’ locations (Caley, 2017). AI
can be used to manage personnel and guarantee the most adequate physical stores (ibid). The analysis of historical
data allows forecasts that offer retailers the opportunity to save money in periods of lower sales by also reducing
employees (ibid). In addition, retailers can use AI to optimise the layout of their stores, and with visual recognition
and sensors (e.g. Amazon Go), organisations can implement features (e.g. prices, understand the motivations of
each purchase) (Caley, 2017).
Another problem of AI in retail is the wrong use of the collected data, with the violation of privacy rules (Jin, 2017).
Smart clothing shares Internet resources, therefore, all personal information of the user, including sensitive data, is
exposed to digital crime (e.g. personal data stolen) (Xiong, 2018). Many consumers are not fully aware of the new
intelligent products and this lack of knowledge puts a strain on the user's limited experience that limits the placing of
other smart products into the market (ibid). Moreover, AI is having a significant impact on consumer behaviour
(André, et al., 2018). Considering the benefits Therefore, in the next section, this project will critically analyse the
importance of understanding consumer behaviour and its acceptance of technology for organisations. In particular,
this research will focus on the Technology Acceptance Model 3 (TAM3).
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Consumer Behaviour
The study of consumer behaviour concerns the analysis of the conduct used by individuals, groups, organisations
and the analysis of the processes used to select, protect and dispose of products, services, experiences and ideas,
aimed at both - conduct and processes - to satisfy the needs and impacts that processes have on consumers and
the society (Madhavan & Chandrasekar, 2015). It is widely proven that assessing customer needs is an important
source of competitive advantage as well as improving business performance (ibid). Understanding consumer
behaviour allows to identify who the customers are, what they want and what their reactions to the product / service
will be (ibid). The diversity of potential consumers constitutes the so-called individual differences. Therefore, for the
purposes of business success, it is essential to understand what consumers' tastes and preferences will be. In the
academic world, there have been introduced various models of consumer behaviour. Some examples are Nicosia
(1966), Engel et al. (1968) and Howard and Sheth (1969) (Madhavan & Chandrasekar, 2015).
These models try to track what the psychological state of the consumer is when he/she becomes aware of the
possibility of satisfying a need by buying a product, trying to identify a final evaluation (ibid). AI allows to collect, know
and process a lot of information, aimed at implementing sales, offering customized products and services for each
customer, to create a real competitive advantage for companies (ibid). AI is in fact an advanced tool for empowering
consumers during the purchase and make them feel free and in control of their decisions (Contissa, et al., 2018).
From an organisational point of view, these models allow managers to make decisions based on information that
can lead to greater acceptance and effective use of technology, and, therefore, gain a competitive advantage for the
business (Venkatesh & Bala, 2008). In e-commerce, it is crucial to understand consumer behaviour related to the
acceptance of technology.
Technology Acceptance Model 3 (TAM3)
In recent decades, research has focused on the acceptance by users of new technologies. Davis (1989), introduced
the first Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). Over time, two other models have been developed. They are TAM2,
introduced by Venkatesh and Davis (2000), and TAM3 by Venkatesh and Bala (2008) (Pantano & Di Pietro, 2012).
This project will analyse the importance of TAM3, developed by Venkatesh and Bala in 2008, which is a combination
of the two previous models: TAM and TAM2 (Venkatesh & Bala, 2008). This model helps to understand what the
level of acceptance of new (AI) technologies for consumers is. Companies can identify how consumers are willing to
accept these new means, so that they can decide whether introduce these new technologies or not. Today,
consumers buy goods / services in a participatory digital culture. The old behavioural model of consumers has largely
been exceeded.
There are various factors that influence the conduct of the consumer, therefore, it is important for a marketer to
understand the profile of the consumer with its specificities. Therefore, the identification of the factors that determine
the acceptance of technology by consumers makes it possible to plan appropriate marketing strategies such as
segmentation, targeting and positioning (Strauss, 2009). Furthermore, it is noted that the generation of ‘millennium’
uses Internet technology to a far greater extent than the generation of the elderly (Olson, et al., 2011). The TAM 3
contains factors that influence both ease of use (computer self-efficacy, computer anxiety, computer playfulness,
perception of external control, perceived enjoyment and objective usability) and perceived utility (ease of use
perceived, subjective norm, image and demonstrable result) (PC, 2017).
This model examines four factors: individual differences, system characteristics, social influence and the determining
facilitating conditions of utility and perceived ease of use of technology (Howard, et al., 2010). The last two factors
(utility and perceived ease of use) are influenced and moderated by experience (Alomary & Wollard, 2015).
Perceived utility is defined as the extent to which consumers believe that using for online purchases increases their
consumer performance (Manjunath & Nagabhushanam, 2017). In online purchases, the technology improves both
the performance of the consumer and that relating to the productivity of the purchase (ibid). The perceived utility of
the technology might influence positively or negatively the use of the same to make purchases (Kleijnen, et al., 2004).
Perceived ease of use of technology is a measure in which consumers believe that internet use is easy and free from
any effort (Manjunath & Nagabhushanam, 2017). Perceived ease of use influences the formation of consumer
attitudes that help determine the acceptance of technology for purchase (ibid). Moreover, behavioural intentions of
making purchases online correspond to the likelihood that consumers can accept and use the technology. It is a
good predictor of actual and effective behaviour (ibid). The intention to use internet for purchases directly influences
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the actual conduct of individuals. Actual behaviour is therefore supported by the initial intention to use the technology
(ibid).
Figure 1. Technology Acceptance Model 3

Source: Venkatesh & Bala (2008, p.280)
There is no lack of criticism of this model, such as the existence of many variables and too many relationships
between them (Alomary & Wollard, 2015). Therefore, it lacks certainty the result or the purchase (ibid). Other
criticisms state that this model does not examine those relating to the age factor among the variables, which instead
strongly affect the acceptance of new technologies (ibid). In the analysis, the participants of this research are
identified to evaluate their propensity to the use of new technologies, if they have accepted new tools proposed by
AI, or if there is not enough knowledge of the latter that allow consumers to evolve and modify pre-existing
behaviours. To conclude, the main points of this section are the debate on AI, looking at both positive and negative
sides, its application in retail and fashion, the importance of understanding consumer behaviour and the Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM3), which will help the researcher to identify the impact of AI on consumer behaviour in retail
and fashion.

Methodology
The identification of the methods and techniques used for data acquisition is useful and relevant for the solution of
the research problem. Generally, the main two philosophies that could be selected for a research project are
positivism and interpretivism. Positivism is a philosophy that is based only on ‘factual’ knowledge that are acquired
through observation, which include the measurement of data (Saunders, et al., 2016). The researcher can only collect
and interpret data in an objective way. This observation leads to a statistical analysis. However, one limitation of this
philosophy is that considers only observable phenomena, excluding for example, personal information of participants
that leads to a more subjective approach (Kim, 2003). Moreover, for example, an analysis of human behaviours can
allocate quantitative values to denote a specific action that lead to a measurement of interest (ibid). However,
different opinions of interest will cause measurement error (ibid). The other philosophy is interpretivism. This
philosophy involves the researcher to interpret data in a subjective way, integrating his/her personal interest into the
study. Moreover, interpretivism focuses on the importance of the researcher, who brings into the study his/her
personal point of view. the accuracy of information in business research; for example, managers do not gain precise
information, therefore, they cannot make predictions or plan in advance, and this will limit the success of the
organisation (Uduma & Sylva, 2015). This study adopts a positivist philosophy because it relies on experience as a
valid source of knowledge (Saunders, et al., 2016).
In research, the main approaches that can be used are inductive and deductive. Deductive approach is characterised
by the development of hypothesis that is based on existing theories (Soiferman, 2010). This method allows to observe
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through the results obtained whether to confirm or reject the hypothesis (ibid). This method offers the independence
between the researcher and the ‘subject of study’ (ibid). Generally, this approach follows the positivist philosophy.
However, it can be a limit for the development of a divergent thought (David, 2016). On the other hand, inductive
approach refers to a study based on observation that leads to build new theories at the end of the research
(Soiferman, 2010). This approach is commonly related to the qualitative method because it is based on the
researcher’s experience and point of view (ibid). Usually, it follows an interpretivist philosophy. This study used a
deductive approach because it wants to measure consumers’ attitudes in relation to AI technologies.
Following a positivistic philosophy and using a deductive method, the sources of secondary data are collected from
academic journals, newspaper articles and dissertations already drafted. These sources helped the author to decide
whether to confirm or reject the hypothesis, which is founded on existing theories. For primary data, this research
used the quantitative method, in order to have numerical data that helped the researcher to conduct a statistical
analysis to find out the impact of AI on consumer behaviour in retail and fashion, based on specific and objective
factors and variables. Generally, the quantitative method refers to an establishment of a ‘representation’ of what
consumers do and think, based on facts (Barnham, 2015). This method is used to conduct statistical analysis in order
to test existing theories based on numbers and data with an objective approach, without taking into account the
researcher’s observations (ibid). Thus, this method follows the positivism’ philosophy. However, this method does
not allow the generalisation of results, and, therefore, it might not represent the whole population (ibid). On the other
hand, the qualitative method is based on the observation of the researcher in order to identify what are the feelings
and thoughts of individuals related to a particular topic (ibid). This method does not involve the use of numbers, and
therefore, it is more subjective. Moreover, a limit could be that the reality can be seen in a different way and, therefore,
different researchers can have different results (ibid).
The analysis is performed on a ‘convenience’ sample of 45 participants, defined as 'non-probability sample', where
participants were not selected according to specific criteria, but are because are easy and quick to access (Etikan,
et al., 2016). The limit of this technique is the impossibility to generalise the obtained results, the sample has access
to a limited population and, therefore, it is not representative (ibid). Moreover, by adopting the quantitative method,
for this research, the survey approach has been selected in order to collect primary data and analyse different
characteristics of the population. In particular, a structured questionnaire was handed out to participants in order to
answer the research question. Data are analysed according to an appreciation scale, which offers a detailed
statistical analysis (Saunders, et al., 2016). Structured questionnaire is characterised by the advanced decision of
specific questions in order to estimate existing beliefs or attitudes among participants to confirm or reject previous
theories (Phellas, et al., 2011). However, due to the limited number of the sample and the short time to conduct the
research, it was very difficult to ensure a more in-depth analysis (Denscombe, 2010).

Findings
The following charts have been automatically created by Google Form. The analysed data were extracted from the
questionnaire distributed and compiled by 45 self-selected participants, who constitute a ‘convenience sample’. The
following table provides demographic information on participants, how they use mobile technologies to shop online
and on AI and its many applications. Table 1 shows only those data that can be grouped as nominal. In the survey,
participants were also interviewed regarding what they are thinking about AI and its impact on unemployment and
the progression of retail sector thank to AI applications. In Table 1 can be seen that the sample is relatively
homogeneous in terms of gender. The age groups differ significantly due to the limited number of respondents.
Participants were divided in two groups: students and workers. 40% of the sample are full time students while 46.7%
are not studying. It can be said that full time students are more likely to have limited economic resources than workers
because they might not have a job, and this will have an impact on their affordability for online shopping. However,
the economic availability of this sample is not part of the research.
Most participants, according to their age, prefer to use mobile devices, in particular the smartphone (81.8% of the
sample) more frequently than elderly consumers. Thus, only 20.5% use PC to shop online showing a different
acceptance of technology. In addition, most of participants believe that AI is transforming retail and fashion sectors
positively, providing different benefits such as visual search and personalised recommendations. Consumers are
willing to use new tools that are disrupting their behaviours during online shopping.
Furthermore, 82.3% of participants agree on the fact that many people might lose their jobs due to AI. From the
ANOVA analysis emerges that all the age groups believe that AI can have a dangerous impact on the world of work.
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This means that, apart from all the advantages that AI is creating, consumers are aware that AI might replace human
beings in the workplace.
Table 1 Profile of respondents’ sample (N=45)
Gender
Male
Female

Count
21
24

Percentage
46.7
53.3

Age
18-25
26-32
33-40
41-50
51-60
Over 61

16
22
4
1
0
2

35.6
48.9
8.9
2.2
0
4.4

Technologies for online shopping
Smartphone
Tablet
Laptop
PC
Missing

36
17
25
9
1

81.8
38.6
56.8
20.5
0

Benefits of AI
Saves Time
Easy Access
Easy to Use
Visual Search
Personalised recommendations
Instant Help
Secure Payments
No interaction with Humans
Missing

26
13
18
35
20
11
25
10
5

65
32.5
45
87.5
50
27.5
62.5
25
-

Feel comfortable with computer communication
Yes
No
Neutral
Missing

22
11
11
1

50
25
25
-

On the other hand, 68.8% of the selected sample believe that AI will create new types of job. This highlights an
acceptance of the idea that AI will be part of our lives more and more and will develop new forms of work. In addition,
50% of respondents’ state that they feel comfortable in ‘communicating’ with a robot (intelligent software), while 25%
disagree. Consumers are moving forward to a new shopping experience that AI is creating, engaging with new
technologies more and more. Finally, results show that only 37.8% agree that privacy is at risk due to AI, reflecting
the issue discussed by the European Commission (2018). On the other hand, 62.2% think that AI will not be risky for
privacy and data protection. Participants may not be aware of potential risks, showing limited knowledge of the
subject because of a still early stage of use. However, organisations should have appropriate ‘strategies’ on the
issues of security, data distribution, management and protection of information and personal data. In conclusion, the
limited number of the sample does not allow the researcher to generalise the results, thus constituting a limitation
for the analysis.
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Discussion and Evaluation
From the data collected, it is clear that consumers are accepting new technological tools that will give them a
completely new sensational shopping experience. Thus, smartphone is the most used technology by online
shoppers, to the extent of 81.8% of the sample. This highlights the importance of the connection between mobile
technology and AI. Therefore, the results are in line with previous research (Caley, 2017). Moreover, it is interesting
to evaluate if there is any correlation between the age group and the use of mobile devices, in particular the
smartphone to shop online. Therefore, a Chi-Square analysis has been conducted (see Table 1). The analysis shows
that smartphone usage is not independent of age; this means that young consumers are more likely to use the
smartphone to shop online than elderly, as discussed by Cooke (2018). However, it must be said that the limited
number of participants that fall into the elderly age categories did not allow the author to conduct a more in-depth
analysis.
Consequently, the sample highlights another interesting result, namely the low use of the PC by consumers,
highlighting the decrease in its use compared to previous years. Therefore, it was interesting to analyse if there was
any difference between the age groups and the use of PC to shop online. Elderly consumers prefer to make online
purchases using the PC. This reflects the factors considered by TAM3; thus, elderly consumers have a different
perception of the ease of use of mobile devices than young. They might prefer a large screen to search products,
the text size bigger and maybe a more colourful website compare to the mobile version, which may be preferred by
young consumers. However, technology such as responsive web design - tool that is able to reshape itself depending
on the type of screen – mobile or desktop (Baturay & Birtane, 2013) - helps companies to have a different range of
technologies which fit both young and elderly. However, retail companies with limited resources, investing in AI to
offer new shopping experiences to consumers, will have to consider the consumer's target audience and its use of
technology. Although AI technology could be defined as advanced and innovative, in the retail industry seems to be
a barrier if related to the elderly. Therefore, it would be interesting to deepen and extend the analysis on the
verification of the specific income capacities of the different age groups, so as to correlate the data of the economic
purchasing capacity of each group by age with the data of the use of group technology. This would allow the
researcher to identify an appropriate technology to tap into every income bracket.
Furthermore, the analysis reveals another interesting fact: the development of consumer behaviour in the use of AI
technology to communicate with computers. Half of participants affirm that they feel comfortable in ‘communicating’
with a robot (intelligent software); this lays the foundation for a progression of a new relational technology with the
introduction in their ways of doing / behaviours. As already discussed by Venkatesh & Bala (2008), in TAM3, the
modification of consumer behaviour induced by technology acceptance makes it possible to satisfy his/her needs
more quickly. Thus, it was interesting to find out if there was any correlation between males and females in feeling
'comfortable' in communicating with a robot / computer. Data do not indicate any differences: both males and females
have a homogeneous thought in feeling comfortable communicating with a robot / computer. This means that
consumers behaviour is changing with the introduction and acceptance of new technologies that will provide them a
new shopping experience. It can be said the result is in line with André, et al., (2018).
Moreover, machine learning, and deep learning have transformed the relationship between the consumer and
companies. In particular, the apparel industry is facing big changes due to AI (Caley, 2017). Most participants (87.5%)
agree that ‘visual search’ helps to find clothes and accessories. New moving pictures and video images offer
consumers a new online shopping experience in the apparel in retail and fashion, making their searches easier and
quicker. Products and their features are identified without the need to physically go into the store (Caley, 2017). This
is an undoubted saving of time for the consumer (ibid).
Consequently, it was interesting to analyse the relationship between the various age groups and the variable of
'visual search' throughout a cross tabulation analysis. The various age groups have been examined in correlation
with the consumer's attitude, to check if visual search is considered a benefit for online shopping in retail. The analysis
shows that visual search is independent of age; therefore, there is no correlation between the two variables. This
highlights a big transformation of consumer behaviour as highlighted by André, et al., (2018). Therefore, retail
organisations should invest in this type of technology to increase sales and attract more customers, trying to facilitate
and speed up the search for products online.
Furthermore, it is interesting to note that, as discussed in the literature review, AI can computerise many jobs,
eliminating some existing roles and replacing them with machines (Frey & Osborne, 2017). According to ANOVA
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analysis conducted in this study, there is no statistically significant difference between the various age groups,
therefore, the conviction that AI reduces jobs is widespread. The orientation to the theories of Morikawa (2016) and
Frey & Osbourne (2017) emerges. In fact, the research data indicate that workers could be replaced by new forms
of technology, with a significant increase in unemployment. However, at the same time, 68.8% of the selected sample
believe that new types of work will be created by AI. Therefore, organisations will have to decide whether to invest
on training for employees in order to develop and update their existing skills in order to work with / for the machine
(e.g. maintenance of machines), as claimed by Morikawa (2016), or replace them and thus will have a devastating
impact on unemployment. It is interesting to note that only a small percentage (2.2%) claims that AI will not create
new types of job. Furthermore, it was interesting to analyse if there was a divergent thought among the various age
groups. According to ANOVA analysis, there is a homogeneity of thought among the various age groups: AI can
create new types of jobs that have never existed until today. Therefore, the results show an acceptance of previous
studies on both positive and negative sides (Morikawa, 2016; Frey & Osbourne, 2017).
Finally, the use of AI technology imposes proper rules on ethical principles and the protection of privacy. According
to the European Commission (2018), AI must be used in compliance with rules that have been recently adopted with
particular attention to the privacy of the data collected. 37.8% of the participants agree on the fact that the new AI
technologies put their privacy at risk. On the other hand, 42.2% of the sample does not believe that there may be
problems of privacy and data loss. This data rejects previous research by Bossmann (2016) that confirm a possible
threat for consumer privacy. Therefore, new studies should be conducted to find out different opinions or changes
regarding this area. Thus, this topic is still subject of open discussion. In conclusion, the data collected accept
previous theories for the most part of the analysis conducted.

Conclusion & Recommendations
The results obtained from the analysis on the selected sample make it possible to respond to the objectives of the
research question: they largely reflect the topics discussed in the literature review. The analysis showed a knowledge
of AI by the consumer. It is the importance of mobile technology with its positive effects on organisations and
individual consumers. As already highlighted by Cooke (2018), young consumers prefer mobile devices for online
purchases, demonstrating greater acceptance of mobile technology compared to elderly.
Moreover, results highlight the transformation of consumer behaviour in the retail and fashion dictated by AI
technologies. AI allows consumers to meet their needs very quickly. Thanks to AI technologies such as visual search
and personalised recommendations, consumer shopping experience has improved, and its satisfaction has
increased: the search for products is simpler and easier, very accessible and fun. Research participants
demonstrated an optimistic vision of the development of the retail sector.
Furthermore, the analysis shows the common awareness of participants that AI can have a negative impact on
employment. Many people might lose their jobs. Despite this, the results highlight how the sample itself believes that
AI can offer and create new jobs. As a result, organisations can decide whether to invest in staff training in order to
improve the development of their skills to work with / for these new technologies or decide to replace them with AI
technology.
From an ethical point of view, the results show that most of the participants do not consider AI as a possible threat
for privacy and data protection. The latter were extensively discussed by the European Commission (2018). This is
a topic under development, where further studies should be carried out to identify appropriate regulations. It must be
said that the limited number of the sample did not allow the researcher to deepen some aspects of the analysis; the
number of older consumers was insufficient to compare with other age groups and the limited time was an element
that affected the in-depth development of this research. Finally, the methodology used to extrapolate the data did
not allow the researcher to generalise the results obtained, therefore, the sample is not representative of the
population. In conclusion, the the following recommendations for retail and fashion businesses are made:
▪
▪
▪

AI is bringing new benefits to consumers; therefore, businesses should invest on AI to improve the shopping
experience.
AI has a significant impact on consumer behaviour; thus, companies should study this behaviour to understand
the level of technological acceptance that will generate more profits by using and developing TAM3.
Once companies understand consumer behaviour, they should select the right target that is inclined to use AI;
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▪
▪

AI might have a strong impact on unemployment, therefore, retailers should measure costs of staff training
because of new types of work created by the AI or those of staff replacement.
AI is an area that could create various risks for privacy and data security, therefore, organisations should be
aware of regulations and develop appropriate strategies.

There are different elements that have not been discussed in this research which are extremely relevant and
interesting to analyse. Culture, which has influenced the author during the choice of the topic, will be very interesting
to analyse more in depth regarding the topic choice. Moreover, another interesting aspect is the income factor. For
further research, it would be exciting to analyse consumers based on their age and their income bracket to find out
the limitations that youngers have if they want to shop online. Possibly, young consumers have less economic
resources than elderly to shop online but they are more likely to use mobile devices that are disrupting online
shopping experience. In addition, future research should focus on the country of origin of consumers to discover if
there is any correlation between the acceptance and use of new technologies among different countries.
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Introduction
Due to the ever-increasing diffusion of internet globally, many researches have highlighted the significant role of
internet in revolutionizing the retail business model to become a technologically intensive industry (Nagra & Gopal,
2013; Haucap & Heimeshoff, 2014; Kumar, 1997). Many companies have developed internet-based initiatives to
strengthen interaction with consumers, disseminate product information, facilitate transactions and improve
customers services (Zhe, 2004). Besides time-saving and convenient, the integration of artificial intelligence and Big
Data on e-commerce platforms for instance recommendations based on consumer’s past purchase history on
Amazon and Burberry shopping sites, is claimed to boost customers’ perceived value and ultimately satisfying
customers’ demand (Marr, 2017; Morgan, 2018; Kuswandi & Purwanto , 2017). Apart from that, the growth of
smartphone ownership and deeper mobile internet penetration has led to a significant rise in consumers’ usage of
mobile devices shopping, thereby helps business to grow even rapidly (Einav, et al., 2014; Sands, et al., 2010;
Pantano, 2013).
Malaysia’s e-commerce market has been growing steadily over the past few years (Marketline, 2018a, p. 9). Since
2013, internet sales have increased by 117% and this achievement was contributed by several factors such as the
increase of internet users, higher internet speed and increase of mobile phone access (2018a, p. 9; Alias, 2018).
The e-commerce trend has greatly impacted the sales of local department store, including Parkson which has been
established in Malaysia since 1930s (Parkson, 2016; Lion Group, 2017, p. 34). Parkson has expanded over the years
by acquiring many local supermarkets and department stores (Parkson, 2016; Jayne, 2018). Despite being
Malaysia’s long-established department store operator, urbanization has drifted many customers away from Parkson
stores in city centres to larger shopping malls in suburbs (Yoshida, 2014). The company’s earnings have deteriorated
by more than 150% since 2013 and has been in a loss-making financial position for more than 3 years (Lion Group,
2017, p. 34). Parkson’s chairman claimed that the poor financial performance is contributed by the rising cost of
living and weakening of Ringgit in Malaysia whilst the popularity of online shopping hit Parkson’s sales as Parkson
does not offer any online shopping platform (Lion Group, 2017).
However, online shopping was different from traditional shopping as it was charaterized with anonymity, uncertainty
and lack of control (Sonja & Ewald , 2003). Many previous researches have established that risk was an important
factor that influence consumers’ intention towards online purchase (Ariff, et al., 2014; Claudia, 2012; Majid & Firend,
2017). The main difference between online and offline consumer behaviour is that online consumers choose to
interact with technology to purchase goods and services they need. This study provided evidence that the consumer
acceptance of technology can be built through understanding the casual relationship between perceived usefulness
(PU), perceived ease of use (PEOU), perceived risk (PR) and consumers’ intention behaviour. These factors were
identified to bring success to future e-commerce development. As such, Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) was
adopted in this study to explain online purchasing behaviour and intention. Numerous empirical studies have
indicated that TAM is a robust model that explains technology acceptance behaviours and is used to examine the
structural relationships of factors that influence consumers’ perception and intention to purchase product online.
Given that PR was identified as one of the most influencing factor towards online shopping intention, this has been
included in our research (Ting, et al., 2016).
Therefore, this paper seeks to propose a research model that expand TAM by accumulating perceived risk as an
additional external variable that affects online shopping intention in Malaysia. The aim of this research is to
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investigate how PU, PEOU, performance risk, financial risk, privacy risk and delivery risk affect consumers’ shopping
intention in Malaysia. The objectives of this paper are: to understand the willingness of Malaysians in accepting
modern technology in their shopping habit; and to explore which factors in e-commerce are the concern of Malaysians
and influence their online shopping intention. The findings of this paper will help to understand the influences of
factors that contribute to many facets of e-commerce success.

Literature review and hypotheses development
Purchasing products or services via Internet or online shopping first started in 1994 (Chua , et al., 2006). Since then,
online shopping is one of the most rapidly growing forms of shopping and has significantly transformed the traditional
retail provision (Gunawan, et al., 2008). According to Simpson (2018), retailers in the UK are facing a massive
transformation as one in every five pounds consumers spend now is via the internet. The closing down of both 70
year old renowned toy store, Toys R Us and electronic retailer, Maplin signals the changes in consumers’ shopping
habit. Shopping online is like having the world at your fingertip – you can click and pay in a matter of seconds, sit
down, relax and have the goods delivered to your doorstep without the need to travel and worrying about the stock’s
availability at the stores.
The emergence of price comparison websites (PCW) along with retailer ratings for instance Money Supermarket and
Google Shopping not only provide consumers with abundant and highly accessible information about both market
prices and retailers, it also impacts subsequent price evaluations (Bodur, et al., 2015). This has changed the
underlying belief that consumers prefer lowest price as other factors such as retailer ratings (Bodur, et al., 2015) and
free delivery (Ecommerce News, 2017) affect consumers’ decision too. This is exactly the case in Amazon UK –
although it doesn’t offer price matching, it is still the biggest player in the UK’s online retail market as it offers its
Prime member free, same-day delivery without minimum purchase (Ecommerce News, 2017; Amazon UK, 2018).
Apart from focusing on value of money and convenience, consumers now assess shopping experiences as part of
their decision-making process. Over the past decades, increasing computing capabilities, improvement in mobile
and wireless technologies and more online purchase alternatives have led online shoppers to become less patient
with websites that have long loading time and difficult to operate (Sharma & Mehta, 2016). According to WP Engine
(2016), one in four users will leave a website if it takes more than four seconds to load and 88% of shoppers will not
intend to return to the sites encountered with bad experiences. The insignificant improvement of 100 milliseconds of
website speed but accounted for 1% of overall revenue increase in Amazon and Walmart which approximate to
billions of dollars, shows the importance of studying human-computer interaction (HCI) in order to create a userfriendly and customer-oriented interfaces (Čandrlić, 2012).
With several choices of merchants available on the internet, bounce rate is an important indicator since it counts the
percentage of visitor that leave the site after viewing only one page (Marek, 2011). Given the increased penetration
of mobile and mobile internet, studies have shown that designing websites that fit various screen sizes could enhance
mobile user experience, which then increase unique page views and reduce bounce rate (Djamasbi, et al., 2014).
Therefore, webpage design should factor in mobile user experience so that visitors would stay longer and eventually
spend. Web content credibility remains one of the many consumers’ concerns and recent study by Ginsca, et al.
(2015) argued that it is related to trustworthiness, expertise, reliability and quality. In light of this, studies by Choi &
Mattila (2008) and Crisafulli & Singh (2017) claimed that the occurrence of service failures on shopping platforms
can be highly detrimental to customers’ experiences and subsequently company profitability.
E-commerce in Malaysia
Malaysia began to use the Internet as the main platform in 1995 (Izzah, et al., 2016). However, due to its limited
speed and high cost, Malaysia was considered as a country lagging behind in internet usage. Most Malaysians
associated Internet only for communications and entertainment purpose, but not as a medium for commerce (Izzah,
et al., 2016). In the late 2000s, e-commerce in Malaysia was still at its infancy. This was proven by the statistics of
only 4% of adults staying in Peninsular Malaysia have purchased via the internet (ibid).
But after significant improvements was made on the internet access speed by the government in 2010, Malaysians
began to be more comfortable with e-commerce (Izzah, et al., 2016). As of first quarter of 2018, Malaysia has
broadband penetration rates of 85.7 (per 100 inhabitants) and an average broadband speed of 61.97 Mbps, 11 Mbps
faster than the global average (Star Online, 2018; Department of Statistics Malaysia, 2018). The increase of speed
has encouraged more internet users to shop online (23% in 2018). According to Marketline (2018a, p. 9), internet
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sales have continued to rise from $434 million in 2013 to $946 million in 2017, which represent 0.8% of total retail
sales in Malaysia (Department of Statistics Malaysia, 2018, p. 5). Despite the low penetration rate of online sales in
the retail market, Malaysia is still seen as a potential e-commerce market. Alibaba’s investment of setting up a
regional logistics hub in Malaysia Duty Free Trade Zone (DFTZ) is expected to significantly boost cross-border ecommerce trade (PwC Malaysia, 2018). This would open up more shopping interest for Malaysians as they are not
limited to only local products. The compound annual growth rate of e-commerce sales of 21.5% between 2012 and
2017 has clearly indicated more Malaysians are gaining interest with purchasing online (Marketline, 2018a, p. 7).
As more apparel, electric and electronic retailers in Malaysia has moved onto e-retailing platforms such as Lazada,
Shopee, 11street.my, department stores without online shopping platforms including Parkson will be facing the need
to design new strategies. E-commerce is believed to enable a firm to gain competitive advantages and have access
to a wider market (Al‐Qirim, 2003; Mutua, et al., 2013). In view of the declining retail stores’ performance and
increasing online shopping trend, it is essential that more empirical studies are conducted to understand consumer
behaviour from the digital perspective.
Consumer’s shopping behaviour and intention
Consumer behaviour is the study of the processes involved when individuals or groups select, purchase, use or
dispose of products, services, ideas or experiences to satisfy needs and desires (Solomon, et al., 2013, p. 5).
Generally, in considering of purchasing goods, consumers pass through five step of consumer decision making
process which is need recognition, information search, evaluation of alternatives, purchase decision and post
purchase behaviour (Kotler, et al., 2017). Consumers will often recognize a need when they sense a difference
between their actual state and some desired state. For instance, a new mother may realize a need and be motivated
to search for good quality infant milk powder that provide sufficient nutrition for her baby. In this stage, she will search
for information related to various formulated milk brand on the market through sources like family and friends (word
of mouth), commercial advertisments and online consumer ratings. This process is linked to the perception in terms
of selecting the information and assigning a meaning to them, subsequently leading to how she perceived the
products. Perception is one of the factors that can influence consumer purchase behaviour since what consumer
thinks will affect their action and buying habits (Park & Kim, 2003; Goldsmith & Flynn, 2004). After acquiring sufficient
information, consumers will identify a set of determinant attributes to use to compare between all alternatives. In this
case, a bedridden new mother may look at product attributes such as cost of delivery and delivery time before
purchasing a particular formulated-milk powder and use these attributes to evaluate the purchase. Researches have
proven that the intention in online shopping is influenced by product attributes such as features, functions and
benefits (Chen , et al., 2018; Lee, et al., 2017). Upon developing a purchase intention, attitude of others and
unanticipated situational factors such as performance risk, financial risk, psychological risk and time risk ought to still
intervene consumers’ behaviour before reaching the purchase decision stage (Kotler & Keller, 2012, p. 170).
According to Kotler & Keller (2012), consumers develop routines to reduce uncertainty and negative consequences
of risk for instance developing preferences for national brands. Thus, understanding the factors that provoke a feeling
of risks in consumers and integrating support into online shopping platforms would be benefitial in attracting
consumers. After purchasing the product, consumer will be engaging in post purchase behaviour depanding on their
overall satisfaction with the purchase.
Technology Adoption Model (TAM)
TAM model that was introduced by Davis (Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Ease of Use, and User Acceptance of
Information Technology, 1989), is an information system theory that sets out to study users acceptance towards
particular system in the workplace. Given that e-commerce is technology-related, this model has been commonly
used to study consumers’ attitude towards online shopping (Ariff, et al., 2014; Heijden, et al., 2003; Delafrooz, et al.,
2009; Kansal, 2012; Mathur, 2015). TAM is an extension of Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA), one of the most
popular theories that suggests a person’s behaviour is determined by his intention to perform the behavior (Lim, et
al., 2016). Davis adapted TRA by integrating two major beliefs that specifically account for technology usage, which
are PU and PEOU. TAM exhibited intention as a mediator to influence the relationship between PU, PEOU and
usage behaviour (Davis F. , 1989).
Perceived usefulness
In the context of e-commerce, PU is defined as “the extent to which a customer perceives that shopping at a webbased store will improve his or her shopping experience (Wen, et al., 2011, p. 15). Choi (2013) claimed that perceived
usefulness of online shopping is correlated to perceived benefits such as reducing transaction cost, convenience
and time saving. Furthermore, evidences have revealed increased effieciency and effectiveness among online
shoppers since they are benefited from price comparison features, price information and product reviews by experts
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or other shoppers (Kim & LaRose, 2004; Cha, 2011). Since several past studies by Chin & Goh (2017), Wen, et al.
(2011) and Yi, et al. (2006) have identified that PU is positively correlated to consumers’ intention to shop online, the
following hypothesis is proposed:
H1: Perceived usefulness is positively related to consumers’ online shopping intention.
Perceived ease of use
PEOU defines the customer’s perception on the ease of interaction on e-commerce web pages and the ability to
complete online shopping without much effort (Wen, et al., 2011). When consumer find it easy to access and navigate
on a website, one will make it as a new alternatiove to use thus increases their intention to purchase online (Juniwati ,
2014). Despite the existence of discrepancies between the use of web and online purchasing, PEOU still has effect
on the entire information system (Tsai & Huang, 2007; Chiu, et al., 2009). Furthermore, Delta Airlines (Delta Becomes
the First U.S. Airline To Offer Alipay Payment and Improve the Ease of Online Booking from China, 2015) claims
online payment system which includes various payment providers makes online shopping easier and attracts
customers from different market. Reseach by Khalifa & Liu (2007) has proven that ease of information search
together with the ease of ordering at anytime and anywhere on the e-commerce platform is related to PEOU. Previous
studies have proved that PEOU is positively correlated to consumers’ purchase intention (Chin & Goh, 2017; Celik,
2011; Kim & Forsythe, 2011). Therefore, the following hypothesis is proposed:
H2: Perceived ease of use is positively related to consumers’ online shopping intention.
Figure 1. Proposed research model

Perceived risk
Past online shopping researches in Malaysia have identified PR as an unmissable determinant that positively
influence online shopping intention (Chua , et al., 2006; Salehi, 2012; Shaheen , et al., 2012). Therefore, a new
theoretical framework of TAM that included PR is being examined. PR can be explained as the possibility of loss in
attaining a favorable outcome (Ko, et al., 2004). In the context of e-commerce, PR indicates the uncertainty feeling
of consumer on the outcome of online shopping. PR has been considered a critical barrier to e-commerce adoption
since online shopping channel perceives a higher level of PR than offline shopping (Choi, 2013). A study by Claudia
(2012) categorized online perceived risks into seven levels, namely financial risk, performance risk, time risk, delivery
risk, privacy risk, psychological risk and social risk. Among all risks, it is noticed that performance risk arising from
product’s quality, financial risk, privacy risk and non-delivery risk are the main concerns of Malaysians for shopping
online (Majid & Firend, 2017).
Performance risk
Due to the impersonal nature of e-commerce, it is difficult for consumers to feel and try the product until physical
good is delivered (Ariff, et al., 2014). As a result, consumers bear risks of receiving goods that are not as expected
or functioning as they are claimed to be. Besides that, the presence of defective or non-genuine products marketed
as brand-new and genuine products online confuses consumers, thus impede their intention to purchase online (BBC
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, 2018; Matthews, 2017). Claudia (2012) argued that consumers are less likely to purchase certain categories of
product such as cosmetics and perfumes online since these items need to be tried before purchasing them online.
Studies have proven that performance risk (PER) is negatively correlated to consumers’ purchase intention (Majid &
Firend, 2017; Ariff, et al., 2014). Thus, the following hypothesis is proposed:
H3: The perceived performance risk has a negative influence on consumers’ online shopping intention
Financial risk
In terms of e-commerce, financial risk (FR) entails the possibility of consumer encountering a potential net loss of
money associated with online purchase including product damage, insecure credit card usage and potential financial
loss due to fraud (Chin & Goh, 2017). Credit card fraud occurs when transactions are made without one’s
authorization and this often happens after consumer saving their credit card details into websites that are nongenuine (BullGuard, 2018). The use of digital certificates such as VeriSign can greatly improve the security of all
online transactions (Mutaz , et al., 2015). Due to existing cases of credit card fraud, majority consumers prefer
alternative method of payments, for instance cash on delivery, bank transfer and PayPal (Ariff, et al., 2014). Previous
study has shown that financial risk is negatively correlated to intention to shop online (Ariff, et al., 2014). Hence, the
following hypothesis is proposed:
H4: The perceived financial risk has a negative influence on consumers’ online shopping intention
Privacy risk
Privacy refers (PVR) to the degree to which online shopping is safe and customers’ information are protected (Chiu,
et al., 2009). PVR in this context means the potential losses of consumer’s privacy and confidential personal
information resulting by the misuse of information by other people (Chin & Goh, 2017). Personal data that has been
collected online by vendors are often being sold to third parties without individual’s knowledge or permission
(Hoffman, et al., 1999; Pennanen, et al., 2006; Kansal, 2012). KPMG (2016) suggested that 74% of Malaysians are
concerned that online vendors are not doing enough to treat their personal information fairly. In general, the negative
relationship between PVR and consumers’ intention to shop online has received widespread empirical support (Dinev
& Hart, 2006; Dinev, et al., 2006; Eastlick, et al., 2006). Hence, the following hypothesis is proposed:
H5: The perceived privacy risk has a negative influence on consumers’ online shopping intention
Delivery risk
Delivery risk (DR) is the concern of consumers about the delivery not performing on time and the potential loss of
delivery associated with goods lost or damaged after placing an order online (Ariff, et al., 2014; Mathur, 2015).
Although consumers are benefited from the online shopping advantages of convenience and time-saving, barriers
such as convenient delivery options as well as lack of proper packaging and handling prevent intention to shop online
as this may risk the loss or damage of item (Choi, 2013; Ariff, et al., 2014; Huang & Oppewal, 2006; Ramus & Nielsen,
2005). Given empirical studies by Ariff, et al. (2014), Majid & Firend (2017) and Zheng, et al. (2012) that suggest DR
and online shopping intention are negatively correlated, the following hypothesis is proposed:
H6: The perceived delivery risk has a negative influence on consumers’ online shopping intention
Therefore, our study aims to examine the relationship of PU, PEOU, PER, FR, PVR, DR and consumers’ online
shopping intention as shown in Figure 1.

Research methodology
A research in philosophy deals with the source, nature and development of knowledge. In general, positivism is
connected to natural sciences and based on facts so that theoretical propositions satisfy the four requirements of
falsifiability, logical consistency, relative explanatory power and survival (Lee, 1991, p. 343). Positivists contend that
phenomena should be isolated and that observations should be repeatable (Davison, 1998, pp. 3-1). In view of this,
interpretivists are contradictory to positivists as they contend that reality can be fully comprehended through
subjective interpretation (Davison, 1998, pp. 3-2). Interpretivists believe the world is interpreted through trends and
through logic of situations, not from laws of social reality (Kura, 2012, p. 6). Hence, interpretivism frequently adopts
research methods such as participant and non-participant (external to researcher) observation in order to interpret
the details of interaction in their context. Although interpretive research minimises weaknesses such as biasness
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due to samples and scientific knowledge interpretation, it can be difficult to establish in terms of validity, reliability
and generalisations in social research (ibid). Therefore, we have adopted positivism by using statistical sampling in
our research because we believe consumers’ behaviour in reality is stable, can be observed and described from an
objective viewpoint (Levin, 1988).
While conducting a business research, there is mainly two different approaches that can be used to conduct the
research, it can be either from an inductive or a deductive point of view The inductive approach is the process where
theory being developed in a ‘data-driven’ manner using qualitative data, is the outcome of research (Bell, et al., 2019,
p. 24). Grounded theory is one of the inductive approaches that has been used extensively (Gabriel, 2013). It requires
extensive and repeated sifting through the data, analysing and re-analysing several times to conclude a new theory
(ibid). In comparison with the inductive approach, a deductive approach is when new theory is developed based on
already existing theories; usually starts with reviewing and questioning existing theories (Bell, et al., 2019, p. 20).
Thereafter, hypotheses are created with the aim of advancing the existing theory (ibid). In our research, we
proceeded by adding new factors, namely performance risk, financial risk, privacy risk and delivery risk to existing
theory, TAM where only PU and PEOU were the factors that affect consumers’ online purchase intention. Hypotheses
were created with current theory as a foundation in order to test if they were supported or not supported. Therefore,
a deductive approach has been used in this study.
Inductive and deductive approaches are always associated with either qualitative or quantitative studies. Qualitative
research is defined as a type of education research that “begins with assumptions and the use of
interpretive/theoretical frameworks that inform the study of research problems addressing the meaning individuals
or groups ascribe to a social or human problem” (Creswell, 2013, p. 44). This research method is a rigorous approach
to finding answers as it involves spending an extensive amount of time in the field, working on complex and time
consuming data analysis, participating in a form of social and human science research that does not have specific
guidelines or procedures (Soiferman, 2010, p. 6). On the other hand, quantitative method is used with the intent to
collect data that is quantifiable and focus on hypothesis testing (Ghauri & Gronhaug, 2005, p. 110). An apparent
difference between qualitative and quantitative studies is qualitative methods are process oriented whereas
quantitative methods are result oriented (ibid). Therefore, quantitative method which can test the relationships
between variables and less time consuming was selected in our research.
A research strategy is “a plan of how a researcher will go about answering his/her research question” (Saunders,
Lewis, & Thornhill, 2016, p. 177). Yin (2014) has concluded that three conditions consist of the type of research
question posed, the extent of control an investigator has over actual behaviour events and the extent of focus on
current events need to be considered in order to make a decision regarding to which strategy is suitable for a specific
research. Table 1 shows when should a strategy be used based on the criteria.

Table 1. Research Strategies
Research
Strategy
Experiment

Form of Research Question

Survey
Archival Analysis
History
Case Study

Required control of
behavioural events
Yes

Extent of focus on
current events
Yes

Who, what, where, how many, how
much?
Who, what, where, how many, how
much?

No

Yes

No

Yes/ No

How, why?
How, why?

No
No

No
Yes

How, why

Source: Yin (2014, p. 9)
For our research that were conducted using quantitative and deductive method which required statistical data, there
is no required control over behavioural events but there is a focus on current event, thus survey is the chosen
research strategy and questionnaire is our data collection method. Apart from meeting our study purpose, a research
design should also be set a guideline as to how data is gathered. Should it be gathered during a particular time or at
several occasions? Cross-sectional study, often called social survey design, involves collecting data from a sample
that has been chosen from the population at a given time frame (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2016, p. 200).
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Saunders, et al. (2016) claimed that most research projects undertaken for academic courses are cross-sectional
due to time-constraint. Longitudinal study, as the name suggests, collect data at several occasion is beneficial to
study change and development over a period of time. Due to time-constraint in our research, we adopted the social
survey design to gather data.
Selecting an appropriate data collection technique is vital in research studies. Inaccurate data collection will lead to
invalid results and subsequently jeopardize our study. Empirical data can be collected from primary and secondary
sources. Primary sources are information gathered through first-hand observation and investigation, primarily from
interviews, surveys and case studies (Dawson, 2009, p. 40). Secondary sources are data that were collected initially
for some other purpose and they include both raw data and published summaries (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill,
2016, p. 316). Data in this research are primary sources, since they are obtained from questionnaires which are
more consistent with our research objectives and could ease data analysis (Ghauri & Gronhaug, 2005, p. 102).
It is important that the questionnaire is easy for the respondents to follow and understand (Albaum, et al., 2010). In
order to create a questionnaire of high standard, we have carefully decided on the questions for the respondents to
partake in the questionnaire. The questions are all closed questions so that it is easier and quicker for us to record
responses and to code (Dawson, 2009, p. 90). Operationalization involving the conversion of concepts into
measurable items is adapted in this study (Quinlan, et al., 2015, p. 104). We have reviewed past studies that
described the same concept and how measurements are used to capture the same construct (see Table 2).
The questionnaire was created using Google Form and the link to the form was then distributed on Facebook page.
Since we share the questionnaire link of our research on Facebook page, the questionnaire was available for anyone
who wanted to participate but they must have a Facebook account and be either friends or mutual friends of the
author.
As we were researching online shopping intention, it was wise to use social media instead of face-to-face interview
as we want to target the respondents who use internet. Collecting data through questionnaires was our research
strategy. However, it will be impossible for us to collect or analyse all the potential data that represent the entire
general population due to time and cost constraint. Therefore, sampling technique enabled us to reduce the amount
of data needed to collect by considering only data from a sub-group rather than all possible elements (Saunders,
Lewis, & Thornhill, 2016, p. 272).
Probability and non-probability are two commonly used sampling techniques by researchers. In probability sample,
the respondents are randomly selected, has an equal and non-zero chance to represent the population whilst in nonprobability sample, the respondents are selected based on their availability to the researcher (Sreejesh, et al., 2014,
p. 19). In this study, non-probability sample was used to select respondents to represent the population.
Table 2. Operationalization
Concept
Purchase
intention
Perceived
Usefulness

Questions
How often do you intend to shop online
Shopping online is more time efficient
Shopping online is more convenient, as I do not need to
travel
Shopping online is cheaper than shopping in retail
There are more variety of products available online which
helps me to find the right product

Perceived Ease
of Use

I prefer to shop on websites that are easy to access
Online shopping is easy as it can be carried out anywhere
and anytime
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Inspired by
Gefen & Straub (2004)
Lee & Lee (2015)
Rahman, et al. (2014)
Shang, et al. (2005)
Rahman, et al. (2014)
Choi (2013)
Chin & Goh (2017)
Rahman, et al. (2014)
Choi (2013)
Rahman, et al. (2014)
Shang, et al. (2005)
Chin & Goh (2017)
Shang, et al. (2005)
Rahman, et al. (2014)
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Performance Risk

Online shopping payment procedure is simple and easy to
use
I find it easy to search for product information on the
website
It is easy to judge the quality of goods from images on the
website
I will receive goods as described on the website
I will not receive malfunctioning goods from the website

Financial Risk

Privacy Risk

Delivery Risk

I feel that my credit card details won’t be compromised if I
shop online
I will not get overcharged if I shop online since the site has
my credit card info
I will shop on website that uses digital certificate
(encrypted information) because it keeps my card details
secure
My personal information such as name, address, contact
number etc provided for transaction online will not be
compromised/sold to third party
I feel safe to provide my email address and personal
information during registration with e-vendors
It would increase the possibilities that I would receive
unwanted emails regarding the advertisement when
purchasing online
I will receive the goods purchase online on time
I will receive the product I ordered from the website,
without any damage in the course of delivery
I will shop online when specific delivery options (specific
time slot, same/next day delivery) are offered

Rahman, et al. (2014)
Shang, et al. (2005)
Rahman, et al. (2014)
Shang, et al. (2005)
Ariff, et al. (2014)
Ariff, et al. (2014)
Mathur (2015)
Ariff, et al. (2014)
Mathur (2015)
Chin & Goh (2017)
Ariff, et al. (2014)
Ariff, et al. (2014)
Mutaz , et al. (2015)
Chin & Goh (2017)
Kansal (2012)
Mathur (2015)
Chin & Goh (2017)
Chin & Goh (2017)
Ariff, et al. (2014)
Choi (2013)
Ramus & Nielsen (2005)
Huang & Oppewal (2006)

Analysis and findings
Out of 255 responses received, 241 responses were deemed complete and this represented a 95% of successful
response. 241 is also more than 50 responses that VanVoorhis & Morgan (2007, p. 48) deemed is reasonable sample
size for a regression research. In order to analyse the data easily, data interpretation and descriptive statistics were
performed.
Descriptive data
The demographic profiles of the respondents participating in this study are presented in Table 3. The results that
64% of the respondents are female while 36% of the remaining respondents are male. In this study, respondents are
categorized into 7 levels of age group: 18 to 24 years old, 25-29 years old, 30-34 years old, 35-39 years old, 40-44
years old, 45-50 years old and more than 50 years old. A majority of the respondents (34%) fall in the age bracket
of more than 50 years old, followed by 25-29 years old (21%). More than 60% of the respondents are earning an
annual income higher than the national average, RM34,560 (Toh, 2018). As for the experience of online shopping,
86% of the respondents claimed that have shopped online before.
Table 3. Profile of respondents’ sample (n=241)
Question
Gender
Female
Male

Count
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Percentage (%)
155
86

64
36
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Age (years)
18-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-50
>50
Annual income
0
Below RM24,000
RM24,001 – RM40,000
RM40,001 – RM60,000
RM60,001 – RM80,000
More than RM80,000
Prefer not to say
Ever shopped online
Yes
No

22
51
18
20
21
28
81

9
21
7
8
9
12
34

20
18
29
31
31
71
20

9
8
13
14
14
32
9

207
34

86
14

Measurement model
Measures of central tendency
The mean, median and mode of the responses from questionnaire regarding PU, PEOU, PER, FR, PVR, DR and
online shopping intention are highlighted in Table 4. They were calculated based on 241 respondents’ answers and
presented from a scale of 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree. Online shopping intention was presented from
a scale of 1 = Never to 5 = Always.
Table 4. Mean, Median, Mode of each variable
Variables
Mean
PU
3.56
PEOU
3.76
PER
2.62
FR
3.17
PVR
2.80
DR
3.16
Online shopping intention
2.82

Median
4
4
3
3
3
3
3

Mode
4
4
3
3
3
3
3

Internal Consistency Reliability
Reliability is the degree to which the observed variable measures the “true” value and is “error free” (Jalil, et al.,
2013, p. 274). In order to measure the reliability for a set of factor with two or more variables, Cronbach Alpha where
alpha coefficient values range between 0 and 1 with higher values indicating higher reliability among the indicators,
is commonly used (Hair Jr., et al., 2014, p. 123). The total scale of reliability for this study varies from 0.71 to 0.90
(Table 5), which indicated a high reliability coefficient for measuring every perspective since a minimum Cronbach’s
alpha value of 0.70 was recommended by Nunally & Bernstein (2010, p. 752).
Table 5. Reliability analysis
Factor
Perceived Usefulness (PU)
Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU)
Product Risk (PER)
Financial Risk (FR)
Privacy Risk (PVR)
Delivery Risk (DR)
Overall

No. of responses
221
221
221
221
221
221
221
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No. of questions
4
4
3
3
3
3
20

Cronbach’s alpha
0.836
0.891
0.740
0.722
0.871
0.706
0.908
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Structural model
With the acceptable level of reliability, the proposed research model as shown in Figure 1 was examined by testing
on the hypothesized relationship among the various constructs.
Multiple Regression Analysis
According to Hair Jr., et al. (2014, p. 156), the significance level depends on the study’s objective and the field of
study; the most widely used level of significance is 0.05. Therefore, this study adopted the 0.05 significance level as
a statistical decision criterion. Before we can carry out multiple regression, there are two requirements that need to
be fulfilled. First, there should be independence of residuals, which means the occurrence of one event does not
change the probability of another (Saraswat, 2016). If there is no correlation between the observations, DurbinWatson value should lie between 1.5 and 2.5 (Marshall, 2016a, p. 2). Result (see Table 6) shows that Durbin-Watson
d = 2.002. Therefore, we can assume that there is no first order linear auto-correlation in our multiple regression
data.
The second requirement is the data should not show any multicollinearity (Saraswat, 2016). Multicollinearity occurs
when two or more independent variables are highly correlated to each other and affect the result as to which variable
contributes to the explanation of the dependant variable (Lund Research Ltd, 2018). Multicollinearity can be detected
by checking the variance inflation factor, VIF (Hair Jr., et al., 2014, p. 157). Marshall (2016b, p. 3) claimed that VIF
scores should be close to 1 but under 5 is fine. The result in Table 5 shows that VIFs are between 1.4 and 2.2, thus
multicollinearity between variables did not exist. As all the requirements for multiple regression are fulfilled, the
gathered data can be analysed in a multiple regression model using SPSS.
ANOVA is used to detect the statistical variance between the means of two or more group. Table 6 shows that the
independent variables, PU, PEOU, PER, PVR, FR and DR, statistically significantly predict the dependant variable,
online shopping intention. F (6,234) = 14.249, p < 0.05 indicates that the regression model is a good fit of the data
and moreover, statistically significant. Adjusted coefficient of determination (R 2) measures the proportion of variance
in the dependant variable that can be explained by the independent variables (Hair Jr., et al., 2014, p. 152). Hence,
a higher adjusted R2 means the regression equation can better predict the dependant variable (ibid). As shown in
Table 7, adjusted R2 is 0.249. This implies that the independent variables: PU, PEOU, PER, PVR, FR and DR
explains 24.9% of the variation of consumers’ online shopping intention. A low adjusted R 2 indicates that our
regression model had significant variables but explained little of the response variability. Minitab (2013) claimed that
research to predict human behaviour tend to have lower R 2 value (<50%) as humans are fairly unpredictable. For
comparison purpose, we have also tested the model by categorizing respondents by age group and income level.
The results shows that the regression model explains the variables more precisely if the respondents are from 3034 age group (adjusted R2 = 0.588) or income level less than RM24,000 (adjusted R2 = 0.513) or income level
between RM24,001 to RM40,000 (adjusted R2 = 0.584).
Table 6. ANOVA
Model
Regression
Residual

df
6
234

F
14.249

Sig.
.000

Table 7. Model Summary
Model

R

R Square

Adjusted R Square

1
.517
.268
.249
a. Predictors: (Constant), DR, PU, PER, PVR, FR, PEOU
b. Dependent Variable: Online shopping intention

Std Error of the
Estimate
.840

DurbinWatson
2.002

Hypotheses testing
The results of the effect of variables and consumers’ online purchasing intention shown in Table 8 indicates that not
all the parameters were significant in our study. The beta coefficients tell which independent variables contribute the
most in explaining the relationship between online shopping intention and the independent variables: PU, PEOU,
PER, FR, PVR and DR. In this study, PEOU (B = 0.294) contributed the most to explain the relationship, followed by
DR (B = -0.154). The result also indicated that PEOU is significant at 0.00 level and DR is significant at 0.05 level
whereas PU, PER, PVR and FR are not significant at the 0.05 level. Hence, we concluded that only H2 and H6 were
supported and the other hypotheses, H1, H3, H4 and H5 were not supported.
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Table 8. Results of the effect of variables (PU, PEOU, PER, FR, PVR, DR) on Consumers’ Online Shopping Intention
Coefficients
Unstandardized
Standardized
Model
Collinearity Statistics
Coefficients
Coefficients
t
Sig.
B
Std. Error
Beta
Tolerance
VIF
(Constant)
-.157
.352
-.447
.656
PU
.110
.111
.082
.984
.326
.450
2.225
PEOU
.367
.103
.294
3.558
.000
.458
2.181
PER
.068
.099
.046
.689
.492
.697
1.434
FR
-.014
.108
-.010
-.126
.900
.540
1.852
PVR
.129
.078
.121
1.661
.098
.591
1.692
DR
.225
.100
-.154
2.243
.026
.667
1.499
Dependant Variable: Consumers’ Online Shopping Intention
F Statistics = 14.249
R Square = 0.268

Discussions
Online shopping intention
The study’s result presented that the online shopping intention among the respondents were an average of 2.82 on
a maximum of 5. Figure 3 shows that as respondents’ age increases, the bar chart of the online shopping intention
is skewed more to the left, showing lower intention to shop online. Overall, respondents were neutral to a bit negative
towards purchasing online. One possible reason of this is due to the consumer behaviour in Asian communities
which is highly influenced by risk perception (So, et al., 2005). Adopting innovations or buying new products often
entails risk for the consumer, thus only a very small minority is willing to be the first movers in innovations (ibid).
Rather than engaging themselves, it could be majority of shoppers in Malaysia are now at the stage of observing the
actions of others. The result in Table 12 also shows that people with no previous online shopping experiences have
nearly no intention to shop online (average of intention = 1.5) and have high risks perception in each aspect of risk.
Figure 3. Bar chart of age vs intention to shop online

Besides that, there is a possibility that the respondents’ intention to purchase online is neutral because they have
not perceived the benefits of shopping online in comparison to physical stores (So, et al., 2005). The lack of online
shopping platform for renowned retail department store such as Parkson and Isetan, supermarkets such as Jusco
and Giants reduces the exposure of Malaysian to daily e-retailing. Despite the existence of more than 10
supermarkets in Malaysia, there are only two online grocery choices for Malaysian: Tesco and HappyFresh, a
personal shopper service for grocery (Tesco, 2019; HappyFresh, 2019; Khoo, 2015). It might reduce the intention to
shop online when the choices for grocery items are limited and items can only be delivered to Klang Valley
(HappyFresh, 2019). Also, busy people who finish off work late could still shop at shopping malls and shophouses
in their neighbourhood as most of shops close late at night (10pm).
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Perceived usefulness
As shown in Table 9, PU has beta value = 0.082, sig = 0.326 bigger than 0.05, so we conclude that PU was
insignificant due to p value greater than 0.05. The result showed that PU has no positive influence on consumers’
online shopping intention. Therefore, H1 was rejected. This result was not expected because previous research
claimed that perceived usefulness has positive influence on online shopping intention (Chin & Goh, 2017; Wen, et
al., 2011; Yi, et al., 2006). The average PU of 3.56 on a maximum of 5 shows that respondents do perceive the
benefit of ecommerce’s usefulness, but it appears to not influence their online shopping intention positively. One
possible reason of this is because e-commerce is still fairly new to the market. For instance, Lazada, the e-commerce
leader in Malaysia which has a monthly traffic estimate of 45 million was only founded in 2011, 7 years ago and
11street, one of Lazada’s main competitor was only founded 5 years ago (Asean Up, 2018). Although we have earlier
discussed the rapid transformation of consumers’ shopping behaviour towards the digital end, it still takes time to
transform a new market’s shopping behaviour. Su (2017) claimed that it took 10 years to notice a shift to e-commerce
in the United States. Nevertheless, the study’s result suggests that PU is significant to increase the intention of
respondents from the 25-29 age group. This outcome is similar to the study by Mansori, et al. (2012) which concluded
perceived usefulness has significant influence on online shopping intention among Gen Y (age 25-31).
Perceived ease of use
The output of regression analysis revealed that PEOU is significant with beta value = 0.294, sig = 0.000 (p < 0.05),
shown as the Table 9. The study’s result presents that when PEOU increases, consumers’ online shopping intention
increases. Therefore, H2 was supported. The result was as expected in accordance with previous research (Chin &
Goh, 2017; Celik, 2011; Kim & Forsythe, 2011). As mentioned before, e-commerce is fairly new to the Malaysia
market. Thus, high level of PEOU could facilitate consumers in adopting a new shopping tool, which in turn influence
them to purchase online. The average score of 3.7 on a maximum of 5 shows that respondents’ strong preference
of easy access and simple to use webpage. A well-developed website, in terms of content and functions, plays a
significant role in affecting online shopping intention. According to Mansori, et al. (2012), website with a rich content
increases the likelihood of online purchase since it assists consumers during their decision-making process by
providing more information, thus gaining their confidence to purchase on the website.
Performance risk
As the result shown in Table 8, PER has beta value =0.046, sig = 0.492, more than 0.05. So, performance risk was
not significant with hypothesis, due to p value greater than 0.05. Our analysis revealed that the respondents
answered on an average that their perception of PER was high (2.62 on a maximum of 5), but this does not affect
their online shopping intention negatively because the respondents appear to not perceive a level of PER when
dealing with online shopping. Therefore, H3 was rejected. The result was not as expected because previous research
claimed that PER is negatively related to consumers’ online shopping intention (Majid & Firend, 2017; Ariff, et al.,
2014). This could be because online retailers in Malaysia accept return or refund for damaged and counterfeit goods
(Lazada, 2019b; Shopee, 2018a; Watsons, 2019; 11street, 2019). Ariff, et al. (2014) claimed that performance risk
arises in online shopping since it is difficult for consumers to examine the quality of physical goods and they could
only rely on the information provided on the retailers’ website.
Table 9. Model Summary for different age groups
Adjusted R
Square
18-24
.591
.350
.089
25-29
.659
.435
.358
30-34
.856
.734
.588
35-39
.669
.447
.192
40-44
.673
.453
.219
45-50
.629
.395
.222
>50
.431
.185
.119
a. Predictors: (Constant), DR, PU, PER, PVR, FR, PEOU
b. Dependent Variable: Online shopping intention
Model

R

R Square

Std Error of
the Estimate
.883
.714
.696
.797
.821
.772
.836

DurbinWatson
2.139
1.727
1.952
1.965
1.690
1.849
1.902

According to the ranking of top 10 e-commerce websites in Malaysia, we can see that most consumers prefer online
marketplaces such as Lazada, 11street, Shopee and Lelong instead of retailers’ own website (Asean Up, 2018).
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Marketplace acts as an intermediate to assist in resolving disputes between buyer and seller, thus giving buyer a
piece of mind (Shopee, 2018b; Lazada, 2019a). Furthermore, the launch of ‘LazMall’ by Lazada and ‘Shopee Mall’
by Shopee where they guarantee the authenticity of the products, help alleviate consumers’ concern about product
authenticity especially for inexperienced shoppers (Ong, 2018). Therefore, it could be possible that the respondents
do not perceive any performance risks when transacting online so it is not predicting their intention to purchase
online.
Figure 4. Age distribution for non-users of online shopping

Figure 5. Income level distribution for non-users of online shopping

Financial Risk
The result of regression analysis showed that Financial Risk (FR) was insignificant at p value = 0.9, due to p value
greater than 0.05. Therefore, it was concluded that perceived FR has no negative influence on consumers’ online
purchase intention and H4 was rejected. The result was not as expected because previous research claimed that
FR has negative influence on online shopping intention (Ariff, et al., 2014). An average response of 3.17 on FR
indicated that respondents’ attitude towards FR was neutral. One of the possible reason for this is due to the
implementation of SMS transaction alerts as part of safeguarding customers’ credit card (OCBC Bank, 2019;
Maybank2u.com, 2019a; HongLeong Bank, 2019a; Standard Chartered, 2018; Citibank, 2019). If unauthorised
transaction is detected, cardholder can contact the bank immediately to deactivate the card. Besides that, all online
transactions performed through a 3D secure site require a One Time Password (OTP) that will be sent to the
registered mobile number of the cardholder (Maybank2u.com, 2019b; RHB, 2019; HongLeong Bank, 2019b; HSBC,
2019). The introduction of OTP seems to be an ideal way to validate if a person initiating an online purchase is the
rightful and authorized owner of the card as the text is sent directly to the cardholder and is non-reusable. Given that
no major credit card fraud outbreak like the British Airways case (Embury-Dennis & Calder, 2018) has ever happened
in Malaysia, it could be connected to the fact that the respondents do not perceive any financial risks when transacting
online so it is not predicting their intention to purchase online.
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Privacy risk
As the result shown in Table 8, Privacy Risk (PVR) has a beta value = 0.121 and sig = 0.098, does not satisfy p
value less than 0.05. Thus, asserted that perceived PVR has no negative influence on consumers’ online purchase
intention. Therefore, H5 was rejected.
This result was unexpected as previous study claimed that PVR is negatively related to consumers’ online purchase
intention (Dinev & Hart, 2006; Eastlick, et al., 2006; Dinev, et al., 2006). An average response of 2.38 on PVR
indicated that respondents’ perception of PVR was high, but it doesn’t seem to affect their online shopping intention
except for respondents from the age group of 30-34 and respondents with no income. Our result seems to coincide
with the study conducted by the global market research agency, Ipsos (2018). Ipsos (2018) concluded that although
more than half of Malaysians are worried of their personal data being misused, they are still confident in themselves
and in the government on matters pertaining to the protection of their personal data. In Malaysia, the Personal Data
Protection Act 2010 (PDPA) sets out a comprehensive framework for the protection of personal data in relation to
commercial transactions (Kandiah, 2017). However, more than 56% of the Malaysia population, mainly people from
age 45 to 74 and below 18, have limited knowledge about online data privacy (Ipsos, 2018). From the perspective
of e-commerce, most Malaysians do not see the consequences of losing personal data as a critical risk that affects
their online purchasing intention. Hence, it has explained why Malaysians did not react aggressively when data
breach affecting 4.6 million Malaysians was discovered (Rao & Nathan, 2017).
Delivery risk
The result in Table 10 showed that DR has a sig = 0.026, which was less than 0.05. So, our study has concluded
that DR is a significant influence on consumers’ intention towards online shopping. DR’s beta value of -0.154
indicated that DR had a negative influence on consumers’ shopping intention, which was in line with our hypothesis.
Therefore, H6 was accepted. This result was expected in accordance to previous research (Ariff, et al., 2014; Majid
& Firend, 2017; Zheng, et al., 2012). The average score for perceived delivery risk was 3.16, suggesting the
respondents’ perception of delivery risk was neutral. The reason of this could possibly be the improvement of logistics
operations in Malaysia. The number of logistics players in Malaysia increases exponentially since 2011, when the
demand in the delivery of e-commerce companies increases (Izzah, et al., 2016).

Table 10. Results of the effect of variables (PU, PEOU, PER, FR, PVR, DR) on Consumers’ Online Shopping
Intention between different age groups.
Model
Unstandardized Coefficients
Standardized Coefficients
18-24 years
B
Std. Error
Beta
t
Sig.
(Constant)
-.3.694
3.311
-1.116
.282
PU
.066
.314
.048
.209
.837
PEOU
.703
.539
.359
1.304
.212
PER
.249
.529
.147
.471
.645
FR
.407
.365
.250
1.115
.282
PVR
.145
.373
.108
.389
.703
DR
.375
.372
.300
1.008
.330
25-29 years
B
Std. Error
Beta
t
Sig.
(Constant)
-1.088
.871
-1.249
.218
PU
.546
.234
.399
2.339
.024
PEOU
.261
.279
.150
.935
.355
PER
.032
.174
.026
.184
.855
FR
-.027
.206
-.022
-.133
.895
PVR
-.016
.160
-.016
-.100
.921
DR
.356
.190
.256
1.873
.068
30-34 years
B
Std. Error
Beta
t
Sig.
(Constant)
3.710
1.188
3.123
.010
PU
-.918
.581
-.805
-1.580
.142
PEOU
.248
.409
.223
.608
.555
PER
.082
.322
.078
.254
.804
FR
1.077
.720
.799
1.496
.163
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PVR
DR
35-39 years
(Constant)
PU
PEOU
PER
FR
PVR
DR
40-44 years
(Constant)
PU
PEOU
PER
FR
PVR
DR
45-50 years
(Constant)
PU
PEOU
PER
FR
PVR
DR
>50 years
(Constant)
PU
PEOU
PER
FR
PVR
DR

.591
-1.075
B
1.127
-.038
.707
.331
-.125
.181
-.533
B
-.993
-.434
.888
.245
.350
.612
-.477
B
-1.322
.308
.202
.675
-.255
.117
.382
B
1.237
-.322
.460
-.264
.080
.106
.264

.210
.351
Std. Error
1.767
.603
.365
.500
.320
.385
.489
Std. Error
1.496
.642
.449
.371
.561
.435
.474
Std. Error
1.195
.421
.369
.361
.384
.175
.289
Std. Error
.577
.181
.167
.191
.204
.147
.185

.645
-.660
Beta
-.024
.717
.196
-.109
.200
-.384
Beta
-.327
.580
.146
.209
.513
-.281
Beta
.203
.153
.378
-.186
.131
.300
Beta
-.262
.422
-.187
.061
.107
.193

2.812
-3.067
t
.638
-.063
1.941
.662
-.391
.471
-1.091
t
-.664
-.676
1.731
.661
.625
1.406
-1.006
t
-1.107
.732
.546
1.870
-.663
.670
1.321
t
2.143
-1.776
2.745
-1.381
.392
.720
1.428

.017
.011
Sig.
.535
.951
.074
.520
.702
.646
.295
Sig.
.518
.510
.105
.519
.542
.181
.331
Sig.
.281
.472
.591
.075
.514
.510
.201
Sig.
.035
.080
.008
.171
.696
.474
.157

Table 11. Model Summary for different income levels.
Adjusted
R Square
No income
.785
.615
.438
Less than RM24,000
.827
.685
.513
RM24,001 – RM40,000
.821
.673
.584
RM40,001 – RM60,000
.693
.480
.350
RM60,001 – RM80,000
.677
.459
.323
More than RM80,000
.554
.307
.242
Prefer not to say
.594
.353
.239
a. Predictors: (Constant), DR, PU, PER, PVR, FR, PEOU
b. Dependent Variable: Online shopping intention
Model

R

R Square

Std Error of
the Estimate
.648
.593
.733
.693
.816
.873
.823

Durbin-Watson
1.818
1.979
1.922
1.715
1.859
2.230
2.126

Table 12. Results of the effect of variables (PU, PEOU, PER, FR, PVR, DR) on Consumers’ Online Shopping
Intention between different income levels.
Model
Unstandardized
Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
No income
B
Std. Error
Beta
t
Sig.
(Constant)
PU
PEOU

1.522
-.480
.600

1.138
.241
.250
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.541

1.338
-1.990
2.400

.204
.068
.032
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PER
FR
PVR
DR
Below RM24,000
(Constant)
PU
PEOU
PER
FR
PVR
DR
RM24,001 – RM40,000
(Constant)
PU
PEOU
PER
FR
PVR
DR
RM40,001 – RM60,000
(Constant)
PU
PEOU
PER
FR
PVR
DR
RM60,001 – RM80,000
(Constant)
PU
PEOU
PER
FR
PVR
DR
More than RM80,000
(Constant)
PU
PEOU
PER
FR
PVR
DR
Prefer not to say
(Constant)
PU
PEOU
PER
FR
PVR
DR

.033
-.299
.905
-.344
B
-3.958
.334
.626
.308
.619
-.081
.203
B
-2.725
.384
.609
.016
.210
.286
.097
B
-.839
-.097
.276
.273
.309
-.242
.742
B
-.645
.194
.778
-.048
-.270
-.024
.225
B
.277
.451
.293
-.011
.172
.146
-.379
B
.139
-.088
.160
-.005
-.252
.148
.863

.332
.258
.295
.313
Std. Error
1.736
.248
.275
.342
.279
.289
.225
Std. Error
.953
.363
.223
.240
.352
.196
.303
Std. Error
.994
.388
.276
.228
.390
.189
.269
Std. Error
1.064
.283
.308
.399
.297
.188
.367
Std. Error
.704
.263
.252
.191
.259
.182
.197
Std. Error
.790
.338
.304
.260
.322
.180
.284

.020
-.250
.905
-.290
Beta
.276
.517
.185
.458
-.062
.158
Beta
.210
.442
.011
.112
.247
.056
Beta
-.088
.293
.211
.187
-.210
.509
Beta
.140
.573
-.028
-.202
-.024
.145
Beta
.309
.198
-.008
.119
.135
-.259
Beta
-.076
.139
-.004
-.206
.157
.599

.099
-1.160
3.065
-1.097
t
.043
.204
.044
.387
.048
.783
.904
t
-2.859
1.058
2.725
.066
.596
1.458
.319
t
-.844
-.250
1.001
1.196
.790
-1.282
2.762
t
-.607
.687
2.531
-.120
-.912
-.127
.614
T
.393
1.713
1.160
-.055
.666
.803
-1.926
t
.177
-.262
.528
-.021
-.783
.821
3.041

.923
.267
.009
.293
Sig.
.043
.204
.044
.387
.048
.783
.386
Sig.
.009
.302
.012
.948
.557
.159
.752
Sig.
.407
.804
.327
.243
.438
.212
.011
Sig.
.550
.499
.018
.905
.371
.900
.545
Sig.
.695
.092
.250
.956
.508
.425
.059
Sig.
.861
.795
.601
.983
.439
.418
.005

Table 13. Mode and average of each variables for non-users of online shopping
Mode
Average
PU
3
3.2
PEOU
3
3.1
PER
3
2.5
FR
3
2.9
PVR
2
2.5
DR
3
2.8
Online shopping intention
1
1.5
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To elevate Malaysia to ASEAN’s preferred logistics gateway, several government initiatives have been introduced
to resolve bottlenecks in the logistics sector (PwC Malaysia, 2018). Hence, to continue survive in the competitive
market, Malaysia’s courier service companies have changed to become more market-oriented and customer-driven.
Rahman, et al. (2014) claimed that Malaysia logistic industry is highly fragmented because the logistics trend in
Malaysia is to concentrate on outsourcing of logistics activities. This could mean customers are served better since
a fragmented industry provides more value-added services to the customers (Eastwood-Richardson, 2016). Besides
competitive pricing, advanced technologies such as real- barcode scanning and signature capture have sped up the
whole delivery process (Izzah, et al., 2016). The implementation of real time tracking feature in most logistics
companies increases customer confidence in courier service and improve customer service (ibid). Therefore, DR
contributes lesser of a concern to consumers when they purchase online.
Conclusion and Implications
Online shopping is becoming more popular with the increase in the usage of internet in Malaysia. Understanding
customers’ need especially their attitude towards e-commerce and working on the factors that affect them to shop
online will help marketers to gain competitive edge over others. The first objective of this study is to understand the
willingness of Malaysians in accepting modern technology in their shopping habit. The result of 86% of the
respondents had previous experience in online shopping suggests that e-commerce is highly acceptable by
Malaysians despite it is still fairly new in the market. The lack of online shopping platforms in bigger retailers has
however, reduced the opportunity for consumers to shop online. The second objective of the study is to examine the
factors of e-commerce that concerned consumers and subsequently influence their online shopping intention. The
result show that Malaysians are most concerned with PEOU and DR when it comes to online shopping.
As time is needed to transform a society’s shopping behaviour, PU does not seem to be a good predictor in our
study. Besides that, the study suggests that most Malaysians prefer to purchase goods online through marketplaces
like Lazada or 11street as these marketplaces are more regulated, hence consumers are protected. Although the
limited knowledge about PR in the Malaysia society places PR as an insignificant predictor, with the rapid
development and application of technology, it is believed that Malaysians will be more aware of the critical
consequences of personal data loss. The little or no intention to purchase online in most non-users of online shopping
is likely to be an area that retailers need to focus on. Although they are aware of the benefits of online shopping, but
the high risks bundled with online shopping have shifted their intention away.
This study has a number of limitations worthy for improvements. First, this study may not be a valid reflection of
actual behaviour as it relied on respondents’ spontaneity and there is a possibility of over or under-reporting. Second,
nearly half of the sample of this study was dominated by people aged more than 44 years old, who has little
knowledge about innovative technology and privacy risk. Therefore, the result in this study may be skewed or
inaccurate. Furthermore, the findings in this study may not reflect the whole populations in Malaysia as the study
was conducted only in Kuala Lumpur.
A few recommendations have been made to resolve the current financial difficulties faced by Parkson due to the
impact of e-commerce. These recommendations are entrepreneurial since they involve implementation of system
and process flow in the organization. The result from this study can help Parkson to incorporate a new process flow
that meet both existing and new customers’ concerns.
• Given that e-commerce is getting more attention in Malaysia, Parkson needs a website that provide an online
shopping platform for its customers. This can be implemented by engaging an external website designer in
Malaysia for instance DINNO or Superweb to design a comprehensive e-commerce website that include
features such as product information, product filtering, search engine, payment gateway, shipping weight
calculation and enquiry form (Superweb, 2017; DINNO, 2019). The cost of this will be approximately RM5,000
(£925) (Superweb, 2017).
• A reputable logistic company such as GDex can be appointed as the main working partner. Parkson needs to
integrate its order system and its logistic partner’s system so that whenever an order in placed online, the logistic
partner is notified that a parcel need to be collected from a Parkson store and be delivered to the customer.
• A team of at least 4 consultants need to be hired to deal with regular update of products on the website,
responding to online customers’ enquiries and picking up of order from the store inventories. If in a few years’
time, the revenue generated from the online segment is satisfactory, warehouse can be replaced as the point
of delivery and inventory storage.
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•

To attract new users to online shopping, Parkson has to ensure that all risks in this study are covered in the ecommerce system. For instance, PER can be reduced by incorporating 30 days return and refund policy; FR
can be reduced by using payment gateway that is 3D-secured; PVR can be reduced by adding a privacy policy
on the website to acknowledge users; DR can be reduced by providing tracking to orders.
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Appendices
QUESTIONNAIRE
This research is about exploring the willingness of Malaysians to accept e-commerce and understanding the
concerns that influence their online shopping intention. Your participation in this research is voluntary and data
will be treated confidentially, and your answer will be anonymous.
PART A GENERAL INFORMATION:
Please tick only one option for each question:

1. What is your gender?
 Female
 Male
2. How old are you?
 18-24
25-29
 > 50

 30-34

 35-39

 40-44

45-50

3. How much is your annual income?
 No income
 Below RM24,000
 RM24,001-RM40,000  RM40,001 – RM60,000
 RM60,001 – RM80,000
 More than RM80,000
 Prefer not to say
4. Have you ever shopped online?
 Yes
 No
PART B YOUR VIEWS ON THE FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE YOUR INTENTION TO SHOP ONLINE
1. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements about the usefulness of online shopping:
Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
disagree
Shopping online is more time efficient
Shopping online is more convenient, as I do not
need to travel
Shopping online is cheaper than shopping in retail
There are more variety of products available online
which helps me to find the right product
2. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements about the ease of online shopping:
Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
disagree
I prefer to shop on websites that are easy to
access
Online shopping is easy as it can be carried out
anywhere and anytime
Online shopping payment procedure is simple and
easy to use
I find it easy to search for product information on
the website
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3. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements about the product risk of online shopping
Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
disagree
It is easy to judge the quality of goods from images
on the website
I will receive goods as described on the website
I will not receive malfunctioning goods from the
website
4. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements about the financial risk of online shopping:
Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree
Strongly
disagree
Agree
I feel that my credit card details won’t be
compromised if I shop online
I will not get overcharged if I shop online since the
site has my credit card info
I will shop on website that uses digital certificate
(encrypted information) because it keeps my card
details secure
5. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements about the privacy risk of online shopping:
Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
disagree
My personal information such as name, address,
contact number etc provided for transaction
online will not be compromised/sold to third party
I feel safe to provide my email address and
personal information during registration with evendors
It would increase the possibilities that I would
receive unwanted emails regarding the
advertisement when purchasing online
6. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements about the delivery risk of online shopping:
Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
disagree
I will receive the goods purchase online on time
I will receive the product I ordered from the
website, without any damage in the course of
delivery
I will shop online when specific delivery options
(specific time slot, same/next day delivery) are
offered
7. How often do you intend to:
Never

Rarely

Occasionally

Regularly

Always

Shop online
Search for product information online
Thank you for participating in this research, if you have any further questions about the research, then please
contact Tzu Ying CHONG at: LON170721001@bil.ac.uk
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